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Democrats And
trike Cripples Republic
ans Have
ndustry Of U.S.Senate Troubles
74

Coal Crisis Stops
Trains, Brings BrownOuts To Cities, Halts
Workers In Many
Factories

Three Local Businesses
Older Than Eldred's

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, May 9, 1946

Number 45

SOMERSET'S NEW 75-BED HOSPITAL OPENED MAY 1

Permit Is Granted
For Construction
Of New School

Johnson Seen As Early
Entry Against Brown;
Cooper Likely To Get
GOP Favor

Contract For Building
Consolidated County
Unit Here To Be
Let May 14

(By G. M. P.)
Approval of the Caldwell
Kentucky Democrats and ReCounty Board of Education's appublicans seem equally uncertain
Press Wire Reports)
plication for a permit to conrem Assoc,sted
about which member of each
struct a new consolidated high
The Nation's industrial maparty is best suited to carry the
—
school building here was received
ine throttled down to a snail's
weight of a senatorial nominathis week, Supt. Edw. F. Blackignition
fouled
its
it today,
tion into November's general
burn said, and a contract will
d its fuel supply line snarled
•
auPo
election this year. And the deadbe awarded May 14.
-•••••••'.
41
the disastrous 39-day coal
line for filing is June 8.
Start of this project has been
ike. Government efforts to
Truth is, this is an "off-year"
The new Somerset City Hospital, representing an investment of approximately $325,000, was opened to receive
patients last delayed the last five weeks pendd the strike reached an apparelection; and worse still, the
week.
The
building
constructed
was
at a cost of $275,000, with $50,000 more spent for equipment. Somerset has a population of ing issuance of a building pert impasse Wednesday.
winner will get a scant 2 years
7,800. Its citizens voted two bond issues to pay for their new health facility.
mit, Mr. Blackburn said. No
A growing list of cities invokin the Senate as his reward,
permit was required in February,
war time "brownout" measures
after which he must retire, or
when plans were made for consave diminishing supplies of
run for reelection in a presistructing the new school buildlity-feeding coal and even the
dential year, when upsets are
ing, but before preliminaries to
ite House used only the most
always likely; and never more
a contract could be completed,
lights.
ential
so than in 1948, from visible
rules restricting construction of
The Illinois Central Railroad
signs.
new buildings, under the Federal
A preliminary report by the ing April the banner month in
k off 21 trains this week to
The 1948 bugaboo holds fewer
Housing Act, were put in force.
city
treasurer,
t the edict for 25 percent
read
at
Monday
hazards for the Republicans, of
the history of the department, an
"Bid forms will go forward te
Final
uction in passenger service
night's
Week
meeting
For 1946
of the Council,
course, than for the Democrats;
Chestnut
Oak
Church,
official said. Of the 103 cases
contractors
immediately," Mn
exconservation,
and
coal
showed an increase of $102,979
for many members of the latter
Graduates Opens This
Blackburn stated Tuesday, "and
Near Kuttawa, To
in assessed valuation of city pro- docketed, 70 involved infractions
ted to further reduce its serparty fear the worst in the next
first construction, as planned by
Afternoon With
• May 15, unless the strike
perty, making the total $1,865,_ of anti-liquor laws. In addition
Be Host; Rev. Walter I. the architects,
presidential contest, while the
will be on high
Legion Auxiliary And
089.29.
The
board
of
supervisors
di before then. •
to
assessed,
fines
Alumni Tea
jail sentences
GOP expresses great confidence
Munday
school classrooms, with the,
Preside
To
will
review
the
No trains serving Princeton
report
and
make totaling 155 days were imposed.
the rule of the New Deal cohorts
Butler High School's 47 memVFW Sponsor Sale
The Hopkinsville District Con- school's auditorium-gymnasium'
.
re affected, C. S. Collier, trainFire Chief Conway Lacey reis nearing its end, with the ele- bers of the graduating class of changes before the assessment is
following, according to present
For
Disabled
believed
is
it
but
ter said,
ported response by the fire de- ference of the Methodist Church plans.
phant due to take charge again 1946 began their final week of final, an official said Tuesday.
Saturday, May 25, will be ob- in Washington.
A deed from Richard Ratliff, partment to seven calls during will be held at the Chestnut Oak
ely one or more of the passenschool with the annual Alumni
"With continued support from
conveying
tr ains running through served as annual Poppy Day in
as a gift to the city a April and presented an expense Church, near Kuttawa, Tuesday,
Be that as it may, there is Tea this afternoon from 3 t
school patrons in general, we
inceton may suspend runs Princeton, as well as in cities and abundant evidence that several
arcel of land adjacent to the account of $310 for services of May 14. The conference will beo'clock, at the home of Mr. an
gin at 9 o'clock in the morning will soon have a school program
sewerage disposal plant, was firemen.
er May 15, if the coal situa- towns throughout the Nation, prominent Democrats are more Mrs. James
McCaslin,
W.
Main
continue until about 4:30 in for the rural children of Caldand
improve.
materially
read and ordered recorded. The
does not
Fire drills conducted at the
with the American Legion Auxil- than a little gun-shy of the street. Memebrs of
well county which will justify
the faculty land is needed
and will be used three schools, showed continued the afternoon. Dinner will be
e Ford Motor Company an- iary and the Veterans of Foreign coming senatorial contest and, as were
to be guests.
served at noon by women of the faith and confidence of our
when contemplated
unced Tuesday "virtually all 3Vars selling red poppies and pro- Was the case when the late Mills
improveimprovement
in
evacuating
buildTonight the Junior-Senior banpeople," Mr. Blackburn said.
rations of the company were ceeds going for the benefit of Logan got the party's nomination
ments at the plant are made, the ings and observing regulations. the Kuttawa Circuit. Rev. Iven
quet is the feature, to be held
Widespread approval of the,
beginning
late
Allen
suspended
will
be
pastor-host,
the
mayor
said.
be
At Eastside, with an enrolldisabled veterans and their fami- by default, in 1930 . . . there is in the Masonic Hall, and
County Board of Education's deFriday
the
to
night,
due
and
Walter
Dr.
I. Munday, disAn ordinance relating to instal- ment of 540, the building was
• esday
lies.
a lot of standing back by night, the Senior Play, "Shiney
cision, based upon a survey conlation of parking meters on prin- evacuated in one minute, with trict superintendent, will pre1 strike, a shortage of parts
Contributions received through "mentioned" potential candidates; Nose," will be presented in
ducted by a committee of leading
the
cipal downtown streets was given all doors and windows left side.
• the railroad transportation the sale of poppies here will go all except John Y. Brown, a
auditorium starting at 7:30 o'citizens, to build a consolidated
its first reading and a proposal closed; at Butler. with enrollA large portion of the mornbargo on all freight, excepting largely to meet needs of veterans frequent starter but up to now,
clock. The cast includes Roberschool in Princeton at this time
presented
ing
session
and fuel."
by
James
will
given
be
McCaslin, ment of 600 evacuation was dimto re- has been
in this community, Mrs. Alvin usually a poor finisher when the ta Dalzell, Martha Sells, Sue
expressed throughout
to designate May 25 as Poppy pleted in one minute and 40 ports of the pastors of the dise American Association of Lisanby, chairman for the Auxil- big stakes are run.
Farmer, James O'Hara, Leta
the community, Mr. Blackburn
that
Wednesday
lroads said
iary, and James McCaslin, comMr. Brown, late member of Hamby, Oathie Lee Munsey, Day, was given unanimous ap- seconds, all windows closed, but trict. Much interest attaches to reports, "many persons having
prove].
t 51,000 railroad men have mander of the VFW, said. '14'he the State House of Representa- Richard
two doors remaining open; at these reports as this is the Year recognized the need
Gregory, James Laand advanWith 103 cases docketed in Dotson school. ,knollment of 200, of Evangelism in the Methodist
laid off as a result of the poppies are made by disabled tives, in which he served notice Heave,
tages of such an institution in
Wanda
Cummins
and
police court during April, fines building evacuated in 35 seconds, Church, and all pastors and constrike and that industries veterans in the Lexington hos- of his intention to be a senatorial Shirley
providing better educational faMae Vick.
and costs totaled $1,846, with one door left open, all windows gregations are striving for a
ed by the railroads have pital.
candidate by inconsistent moves
cilities for children."
Officers of the Senior Class
another
off
actual
collections of $1,193, mak- closed.
down, laying
large number of additions to the
Members of the Girls Reserve and attitudes on important legis- are: James Hilton Butler, presi,000 workers. Approximately and Boy Scout organizations have lation, said Tuesday, "I'm in the
membership of each of the
dent; Gerald Winters, vice presiKiwanians Urged To Aid
000 additional railroad men been asked to sell the poppies Senate race." And so is a perenchurches.
dent; Mary Leta Hamby, secreto be laid off May 15. when on Princeton streets and it is nial candidate from Campton.
One hour has been set apart Cancer Fight In State
tary, and Richard B. Gregory,
Benefit Baseball Game
50 percent reduction in pas- hoped, because of the great need,
for consideration of the general
The current campaign will be treasurer.
Charles Tucker, Lexington,
ger and freight services goes response will be generous, Mrs. Mr. Brown's third try for nomiScheduled For June 11
subject, "The Unfinished Work field
Sunday night, May 12, the bacrepresentative for the •
o effect
"Princeton Night" at HopLisanby stated. Volunteer work- nation to the U. S. Senate. His calaureate sermon will be delivof the Crusade for Christ", fea- American Cancer Society, was
• d news for youngsters was ers in the Poppy Day sale re- first was in 1938 when he ran ered
kinsville's
Kitty
League
Funeral
Services
turing
the following addresses, guest speaker at Wednesday's
For
in the Butler auditorium
announcement Monday that ceive no compensation.
baseball park will be obser"Continued Evangelism", Rev. J. meeting of the Kiwanis Club.
(Please turn to back page)
by the Rev. J. Lester McGee,
Heart
Attack
Victim
Nation's canvasstap empire
ved
Thursday,
June 13, it
Lester McGee, Princeton; "As- He appealed for support of the
pastor of Ogden Memorial MethoHeld Monday
banned from moving about
was decided this week, and
similating New Members", Rev. society's educational program,
dist Church, at 7:30 o'clock.
country effective Friday, inPrinceton Jaycees will sell
Funeral services for Relius G. L. Warren, LaFayette;
Final exercises will be Thurs"The and urged his listeners to have
tickets to the event, proceeds
ding all circuses and carolMitchell, vice-president of the Growing Sunday
day night, May 16, when the
School", Rev. a physical examination each year.
the restrictive order to hold
going to the Caldwell County
First National Bank of MiddlesCancer is the easiest of all fatal
(Please turn to back page)
Rev. Ted Hightower, pastor of
long as the coal emergency
boro, who died in a Louisville
Mernorial
Hospital fund.
diseases to cure, if oaught early,
the Broadway Methodist Church,
Howard York, president of
hospital Sunday afternoon fol- Lacey And
he said.
Kercheval
Commencement exercises for
Wanda Lee Riley, Barbara Paducah, will deliver the comthe Jaycees, said definite
lowing a heart attack Friday,
mencement address. R. S. Greggraduates
Eighth
of
Grade
Williams,
all
Mildred
Skromatt,
To
Attend
Firemen's
A Acts To Keep
arrangements had been comwere held at Otter Pond Bapcounty schools will be held in the Margaret L. English, Hazel Mc- ory, member of the City Board
pleted for this benefit game.
tist Church Monday afternoon School At Henderson
lities Operating
circuit courtroom of the court- Intosh, Dorris Ruth Haile, Robert of Education, will present the
at 4 o'clock, with the Rev. F.
Fire Chief Conway Lacey, Asashington—M—The Civilian house here Saturday afternoon, Jenkins, Robert Keith Hunsaker, diplomas to the graduates.
M. Masters officiating.
sistant Chief Clyde Kercheval
Mildred L Patton and Viraction Administration Tues- May 25, starting at 1:30 o'clock, Adrian Jewell.
Survivors are his widow, a son? and probably two Members of
set up an emergency office Supt. Edward F. Blackburn anJames Walter Purdy, John Wil- ginia Bowie Satterfield, whose,
Geoffrey; three brothers, Jimmy, the fire department will go to
an effort "to avoid collapse nounced this week. The complete liam White, Clara Willadean names were inadvertently omit4-H Boys, Girls Will
Homer and Moscoe, and a sister, Henderson May 13, to take
utilities services essential to irogram will be published in next Hammond, Nora pell Lamb, ted from the list furnished The
Mrs. Lee Mashburn, all of this training in a firemen's school
Go To Murray College
tic health and safety during week's Leader. This year's class Imogene Oliver, Binnie Evelyn Leader last week, are among
in
county. His mother, Mrs. Lillie connection with the State
Firecoal strike."
is somewhat larger than last Smith, Laura Louise Storms, seniors who will be awarded
August
19-23
Mitchell, of the Otter Pond com- men's convention there, May
Board Will Consider
AP Administrator John D. year's, Mr. Blackburn said.
13,
Frances Louise Vickery, John T. diplomas, Supt. C. A. Horn said
Sixty-five Caldwell County
munity,
also
survives.
14
and
this
15,
week.
Mr. Lacey said this 4-H
all said the new office of
Graduates are: John Hale, Jr., Darnell, Noel Ray Davenport.
Suggestion; $304,000
Club members plan to atPallbearers were R. B. Tandy, week. The four other
rgency controls will "take Billy Hugh P'Pool, Earl Porter,
members
Robert Lee Holloman, NorL.
B.
Raised
In
Ferguson,
Drive
Tom
Ferguson, of. the local fire department ex- tend a 4-H Club Camp to be
measures as are possible Richard Wadlington, Betty June man Coy Ward, Donald Phelps, Burley Growers From
Paducah —(iP)— Sale pf the Pete Jones, Lawrence Sims and pect to take a similar training held at Murray State College
eep all power, gas and water Adams, Bettie Gilkey, Cathryn Mary Kathryn Littlejohn, Sally
August 19-23, the local Exten71
Illinois
Counties
Central Hospital in Pa- James Tandy.
Agree
To
course to be held at Paducah
panies" in operation.
Lewis, Betty Jo Mayes, Jose- M. Marshall, Wilma Jean Prince,
sion office said this week.
Burial
was
in
ducah
Cedar
to
the
Hill
board
of
trustees
in the summer, the ,
mall did not specify what phine McCalister.
chief said.
Dorla Dean Stallings, Carolyn Probe Price Changes
The camp, originally planned
of West Kentucky Baptist Me- Cemetery.
s may be taken. He announcMamie Mitchell, Ola Mae Oli- E. Thomas, Ray
Creelmmr, Lexington — (Al — Burleyfor July, was changed to the
morial
Hospital is under considthe emergency office will be ver, Geraldine Reece, Wardella Glenn Thomason.
grower delegates from 71 KenAugust dates, a time when all
ded by Edward Falck, for- Reece, Marie Kennedy, Preston
Billy Ray Moore, William Sig- tucky counties and six neigh- eration, but negotiations have Woman's Club Will
dormitory space and other facility director of War Utilities Morris, John A. Dunning, Wanda ler, Milladean Barnes, Gurtha boring states agreed here Tues- made little progress, the Rev.
ties of the school will be availGeorge W. Phillips, chairman of Observe Poetry Week
the War Production Board Nelson, Hilda Jane Brown.
(Please turn to page seven)
day to submit a seven-man comAn open meeting of the Woable
to the campers.
the
Baptist
Hospital
Board, annow a management consulmittee for study proposals for
man's Club will be held Friday
More than 400 club members
nounced.
for public utilities and inWinsome
eliminating price fluctuation in
Fred Shultz Delivers
from Caldwell, Lyon, Trigg
Officials of the Illinois Cen- night, May 10, at George Coon
rial companies.
the Burley market.
Library, it was announced Tuesand the eight Lountral System
approached
all said he and Falck have
the
Commencem
ent
Address Livingston,
The growers named Horace
ties in tile Purchase area are
Baptist group with the sugges- day by the club's president, Mrs.
in conference with electric
S. Clevelard, former State SecTuesday
Harold
Night
Wilson.
The meeting will
expected to attend.
tion for the sale, Mr. Phillips
gas company representatives,
retary of Agriculture, as preCommencement exercises for
The 4-H Club *camps are an- ,
said. The board met here last be in observance , of Poetry
in touch wtth governoi•s,
First Of 16 Double.
manent chairman, and the comWeek, and members of the Mar- 12 graduates of Cobb High nual events
Saturday with C. H. Mottier,
in the club prb- •
regulatory commissions and
mittee to study the proposals
ion Woman's Club will be guests. School were held at Butler audi- gram,
Headers Awaits Only
sponsored by the 4-H Club
vice-president of the I. C., and
ials of states "most likely
will be named by him, meeting
torium
Tuesday
night, with Fred department, of the College of
Dr. William W. Leake, chief
Installation Of Lights
affected by the measure
at his call.
Schultz, Murray State College, Agriculture and Home
surgeon of the railroad, but no Mayfield Man Will Not
CAP may take."
EconoThe Kiwanis-sponsored Softball
delivering the address and Supt. mics.
definite action was taken, accorde are going to do everyLeague, with eight member
Seek
Gregory's
Seat
Edward
F.
Blackburn
presenting
Cash
Family
ing to the announcement issued
Reunion To
in our power," Small said
squads of 15 players each, is
Mayfield, May 8 — James the diplomas.
Rev. Howard Olistatement, "to maintain pub"ready to go," Dr. Ralph Blazier, Be Held At Elizabethtown today.
(Baby) Deweese„ Graves county ver, Baptist
Seminary, Louisville, 'Convict, Wife Indicted
The
Baptist
board
will
considtilities in operation. This is
co-chairman with Dr. J. J. Rosenschool superintendent who has preached the
Members of the Cash family
baccalaureate ser- For L. R. Gumm's Murder
'ng that intimately affects
thal for this project, reported residing in Princeton and Cald- er the suggestion but any deci- been mentioned many times the mon Sunday.
sion
Earl Tunget, life-term convict
reached
will
be based on last three months as a prospechealth, safety and well being
Monday. Start of play awaits only well county have received InviMusical numbers were present- at Eddyville
r people in their homes.
prison, and his wife,
Installation of new lights at tations at attend a national re- the opinion of leaders in the tive candidate for Congress from ed for
the commencement pro- Viola, were
indicted Monday
Butler Stadium, expected within union of descendants of Elder campaign now being conducted the First District, today elim- gram
by
Nell
Perkins,
the girls' afternoon by the Lyon
county
the next week.
Warren Cash, a pioneer Ken- to raise funds for the new hos- inated himself from the race.
eeton Golfers Lose
glee
club
and the girls' trio. grand jury in
connection with
Teams representing the Illinois tucky Baptist preacher, to b4 pital and of donors to the fund,
Frank Wood delivered the invo- the slaying
eh At Madisonville
Mr.
Phillips
of Deputy Warden'
said.
Central Shops, Kentucky Whip held at Elizabethtown, Sunday,
cation and Billy McKinney, the L. R. Gun=
llard Moore, Pottie KoltinApproximately $304,000 has OPA Lifts Controls
last January at the
and Collar Co., Cumberland June 9, starting at 2 o'clock. Mrs.
benediction.
and Roy Smith won their
penitentiary. Tunget is charged
Manufacturing Co., Hosiery Mills, M. L. Kinsolving, a grand-daugh- been raised in the campaign. On Prices Of Shoes
Members
of
the
graduating with wilful murder of the deputy
he and scored points for
Washington—(R)--The Civilian
Rotary, Kiwanis, Masons and ter of Elder Cash, and Dr. W. The goal has been set for
class were: Betty Lou French, warden
Princeton Country Club
and his wife is accused...
Production Administration has
Kay Cheryl is the 4-months- Elks will play twice weekly, two L. Cash are planning to attend $500,000.
Evelyn Lee Ctmunins, Patsy Ruth of being an
rs at Madisonville Sunday old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. games being
suspended a wartime regulation
accessory before th
scheduled each the event. California and Utah
French, Robbie Merrkk, Glenn fact in the
in team play, the Madison- Guy Hebb, Jr., Hopkinsville night,
designed to hold down shoe
slaying.
it was announced.
groups will come by plane and AAA Office To Close
D.
Evans,
David
C.
Wright,
Audmuni hosts took the lion's Road. Mrs. Nabb is the former
prices and maintain quality
Admission for the games will out-of-state visitors plan tours Thursday Afternoons
of the laurels. A return Frances Richardson.
Starting Thursday, May 16, the standards. The reason given by rey M. Raddick, Freda Mae Hol- Alvin
be 10 cents for adults and 5 of Kentucky points of interest
Lisanby Will Be
Caldwell County AAA attics will the agency was that "shoe pro- land, Dorothy M. Hardrick,
will be played on the
cents for children under 12, it after the reunion.
James E. McCallister, Donald H. Commencement Speaker
COWIE, DOOM
be
clued
Thursday
each
afterduction
will reach the recordwas decided, with adult season
On Liberty Ship
noon until September, Curtis E. )reaking total of 500,000,000 pairs Ladd and Earl H. Hartigan.
Trine Starnes, pastor of the
Charles R. Smothers, store- tickets, good for 16 double-head- Honorably Discharged
Broadway Church of Christ, Pachairman, announced this year."
Gem**
C. Lowry Ii
keeper, secotal class, USNR, son ers, to sell at $1 each. Proceeds
B. F. Frame, Sic, Fredonia,
Rotarians Hear Address
ducah, will deliver the baccaMy Discharged
of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Smoth- will go to the Kiwanis Club's wee among Kentucky men hon- this week.
On Tomorrow's America
To Attend Commandery
laureate sermon to the graduat'am C. (Billy) Lowry, son ers, Princeton, is serving the USS underprivileged children's fund.
orably discharged frown the naval
ifiA Olt Navy
tt Somerset May 15, 16
Fred Schultz, Murray State ing class of the Livingston
. and M. B. J. Lowry, Buries, a converted Liberty
service at Great lakes, 111. last
Janus G. Las" 5k, S. BarWalter Towery, grand general- College, was guest speaker at County High
School Sunday '
Me Road, has been ship, which acted as a fleet reMr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall week.
f
rime street, sem of ID: and Mrs. issimo; B. B. Boitnott and Harry 'Nudity night's
meeting of the night, May 12, and Alvin Lisanby,
discharged from the pair unit and electronic repair were entertained in the box of
Homer Laws, was cow et the Hale will attend. the annual Rotary Club, speaking on
the commonteselth attorney, Prince- '
service at the Naval Per. Alsip during the war and is Mr. and Mrs. Hickman Madre*, ktr. end um mono *togas
rowilltelor issa. tioshesgei from Grand
Commandery of the subject "Tomorrow's America." ton, will speak at the
I Separation Canter
conunenci.
Ivsitisig. to be bean- of Frankfort, "it the Kentucky and lita. 111)000111 allnipas
$111*
, Fenn*
Vegledtgatailmt Wm, Knights Templet meeting at County Attorney Clatudne Baker ment
•
exercises Friday
Deity Dittirdily..
lititadened,
visitOrt
111114.161001111111111.0014 11114
Sotninett May 15 and IA
WW1•guest.
May 17.
Last week's story in The
Leader dealing with retirement of Dique Eldred from
the hardware business with
which he has been actively
connected the last 53 years,
had a typographical error
which stated Mr Eldred was
"the oldest business" in town,
in point of continuous service. The wording should
have been "oldest businessman." Goldnamer's, Ratliff
Hardware Company and Koltinsky's Wholesale and Retail
groceries are all older than
the Eldred establishment.

•111

Senior Play To $102,979 Increase Shown Methodist District
Be Presented At In Property Assessment Conference Will
Butler Friday
Meet Tues. May 14

May 25 Will Be
Poppy Day Here

4c
Sc
9c
Sc
4c
Oc
2c

D R

Accuracy, Reliability and
Promptness of Local News

Death Comes To
Relius Mitchell

8th Grade Graduation
At Courthouse May 25

65 Club Members
To Attend Camp

Baptists Offered
I. C. Hospital

11 Cobb Seniors
Receive Diplomas

Softball League
Will Start Soon

7
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• Pogo Two

Let's Return Soon To
Government By Majority
Around here most folk don't know the
by of the coal strike. The other day
press dispatch stated the miners were
dle "because they have no contract".
Which seems pretty silly to Mr. Average
Reader, and to us.
I Now that the coal strike is seen as a
threat to all of us and each of us, we
are beginning again to wonder why we
enust all be put upon because the intereta within one industry cannot agree;
ially as we don't understand what
y are disagreeing about.
What we do understand is that unless
he coal strike comes to an early end, 60
toercent of Kentucky's manufacturing
lants will be forced to close down and
csne 60,000 more workers will be idle.
We understand too that, beginning May
le : '10, an embargo upon all freight shipment,
• .11,:•-14
xcepting foodisnd fuel, goes into effect
on our railroads. This will paralize busi'nese in a short time; and we have had
,
T. entirely too much of such paralysis dur,!) ing the so-called reconversion period.
Therefore, this "private war" between
tthe coal operators and miners now begins
kt'to threaten the livelihood Of every workling man and woman ... yes and the
chealth and welfare of their children, in
(Withe whole United States.
i• Something is radically wrong with our
,government; but it still is our governi ment, and we hope, with what patience
k !,tkl'we can muster, that enough component
f.parts of the body politic will get tired
enough of this kind of thing to do some'
thing constructive about it.

j

11

We read and hear that President Truman will be put in very bad position
politically, if he has to take over the coal
mines; that the miners will charge him
with being a "strike breaker", and that
this will have terrible results in this year's
elections, and in others to come.
But we don't believe a word of this.
Rather, we think, Mr. Truman would gain
stature if he took a firm hand in this
strike business and let it become known,
once and for all, that the whole people of
this great Nation cannot, at, any time,
be made to suffer unjustly by the whims
and the ambitions of a minority.
The miners' head says he is holding
out for better living and working conditions for his union members; and we approve this. But Mr. Truman and the
Congress are doing a pretty good job of
extending social security benefits to miners and everybody else in this country;
and social security legislation is only in
its infancy.
If striking miners persist in defying
the government . . . and all the people
who live under it, they will do themselves
great harm; for at long last, the people
must act to protect the rights of the
majority.
And whatever risks must be run, to
bring about a sensible solution of the
coal strike ... and others like it, should
be welcomed by every courageous office
holder, from the President on down; else
our form of government is by way of becoming a demonstrated failure.

I Begging The Pertinent Question
' Mayor Cash, showing his splendid
knowledge of Princeton's fiscal affairs
and giving plenty of evidence that he is
c always vigilant in attending to the city's
business . . . nevertheless carefully refrained from touching upon the matter
of the very obvious inequity in city tax
• assessments at last week's meeting of
/'the Kiwanis Club.
fl The mayor said Princeton's total reve.t nues were something like $53,000 a year
,... and declared funding of bonded inand meeting ordinary ex• debtedness
penses left little for improvements. He
showed that his administrations have
been .. . and no advised person denies
this, very economical.
What continues to cause us concern
.. and some amazement, is that the
good mayor does not face the fact square4 ly, as it is seen by many citizens in recent years: That Princeton's assessments
are too low in many instances; are thus
unfair to property owners who do pay
at something like a fair valuation of their
holdings ... and that this practice keeps
'• the city from getting the volume of revenue to which it is entitled . .. and
.4 , which would enable her mayor and councilmen to do a very considerable amount
of improving, from year to year.
It is doubted by the writer of this column if any town the size of Princeton
has a better mayor than Dr. Cash.
Certainly none has a mayor who works
mere diligently or to better purpose at
the job. But why, in the name of all
that's sensible, does not this splendid pub!lc official take the lead for discarding
the old-fashioned system of assessing
property here ... and put the town upon an up-and-coming basis . . . by the

1

simple expedient of levying taxes on all
property owners alike ... and on something like a fair and equitable basis?
The practice of letting some property
owners "get away with murder" in listing
their property for taxation is not peculiar
to Princeton. It exists in Caldwell county . . . and in a very large number of
other Kentucky counties, cities and towns.
Which is to say these communities are
not making the most of their opportunities, doing fairly by their citizens, or
keeping abreast of the needs of their
people.
In fact, as we see it, quite the reverse
is true: We need to have the courage to
admit our old-fashioned system has resulted in keeping our community, both
town and county, in the backward class.
And, having admitted this, to levy taxes
FAIRLY and JUSTLY upon one and all.
If this is done in Princeton and Caldwell county we will truly have the best
and finest community to be found anywhere on this Earth; and we will have
many of the things we now only wish
for.
As the mayor pointed out in his Kiwanis talk: Only a few cents increase is
necessary in our water bills to provide
softening and filtration facilities at our
waterworks.
The cost, as compared with savings to
plumbing and benefits to health, is infinitesimal.
The economy which indicates it is wise
not to have these modern adjuncts to
better living is FALSE, as proven by
Black & Veach's recommendations.
Why then do we persist in our unsound
policy of tax assessing?

Pennynle Postscripts By G.
A telegram came to Princeton from Secretary Henry A.
Wallace last Friday, urging immediate appointment of a county chairman for the food collection campaign . . .to help prevent starvation of many thousands in war stricken countries.
Two heavily burdened citizens
"passed" and, as this is written,
no such campaign seems likely
here.
* * *
Pfc Marvin Pogrotsky plays
a little in the morning and a
little more in the afternoon (in
the band) and the rest of the
time disports himself on the
beach or develops pictures, his
ma tells me. The "Life of Riley"
is now to be found only in the
Army.
*

*

*

Once, 26 years ago, the fans
at Grafton, N. D., showered
Happy Chandler with silver dollars. Now they're dedicating
their baseball field to the baseball commissioner, June 8, and
he is going there for the celebration. Happy won a ball game
for Grafton with a two-bagger,
while playing in a semi-pro
league out there. He was then
going to law school at U. K.
. . . and says the silver dollars
came in mighty handy at the
time.
*

*

*

Your reporter was highly
pleased last week when the
Owensboro Inquirer, of which he
was for a time managing editor,
won the N. W. Ayer first award
in the national contest for typographical excellence. The Inquirer uses Erbar bold for headline purposes, The Leader uses
Erbar light, same type face but
less ink.
*
*
*
If Congress raises the mini-

M. P.

mum wage to 65 cents an hour
a few of the many persons drawing unemployment compensation
will be tempted to get a job.—
The Bridgeport Post.
*
*
*

Joe Little, the Soil Conservation man, drew Assault in a
Derby pool Saturday , . . and
then failed to hear the race
broadcast, because of a mixup
about "fast" and standard time.
* '*
*

Keen Johnson, former governor and a leading contender for
The newspapers are, first of the Democratic senatorial nomall, NEWSpapers—accent on the ination this year, altho he has
news. The reporter or editorial said he had decided not to run,
writer who can dig into the won the easiest election of his
import—the meaning—the hid- career last week. . . when memden truths of the news, and be- bers of the Kentucky Washinghind the news, and turn out a ton Society chose him their
story that will attract and hold president for 1946-47.
the reader's interest through
*
*
*
curiosity, emotion or feeling of
Visitors, beginners and Doc
personal relation to one or more Balzier on his horse had a fine
of the elements of that story—a
time on the local golf course
writer of this caliber is not for
Sunday, while the golfers playcounter.
bargain
sale on the
ed a match at Madisonville. The
(Mark Ethridge, Publisher of
course is in excellent condition,
the Courier-Journal, quoted by
except for the greens which,
the National Publishers magaafter treatment with weed killzine)
er, need a lot more "doctoring".
*
*
*
*
*
It has always been this ediFew Democrats I have talked
tor's idea that unless a NEWS- with down here in western Kenpaper had high reader interest, tucky are taking the boom for
it had no claim upon the mer- young Phillip Ardery seriously,
chants of its territory as an most feeling that Keen Johnson
advertising medium. And we will finally have to break down
agree wholly with Publisher
and enter the Senate race . ..
Ethridge . . . you cannot hire
to give the party an outstanding
GOOD news writers for peanuts
candidate who can win in Nov. . . In faCt, it has been so latterember.
ly, country newspapers cannot
* * *
hire 'em at all!
Dorothy sold Squire A. C.
* * *
Sizemore, 93-year-old storekeepBoth Rotary and Kiwanis club er at Cobb, a new subscription
weekly bulletins contained the
the other day . . . a n d the
following little verse in their
sprightly elderly gentleman
last issues, calculated to stimuchided our boss lady about "that
late members of all organizagal talking me out of this
tions to better efforts:
money".
Are you an active member
*
*
*
The kind that would be missed;
* * *
Or are you just contented
The English war bride who
That your name'is on the list?
that her husband lived
discovered
member,
over,
Think this
You know the right from wrong. in a shack, fled. Applicants for
the place will form at the right.
Are you an active member
—Chicago Daily Tribune.
Or do you just belong?

a
bank
or
Do you have
a
banker
cultiv
ons,
we
reduces
conse
hen
yiel
ly const

You are entitled to both: an
institution with broad scope,
efficient management—and a
man who takes an active personal interest in anything that
affects your financial welfare.
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Sunday, May 12th Is Mother's Day

MoilivA Well 2ove
3.

A GIFT FROM ARNOLD'S
For her special rememberance, choose a gift for..
her at Arnold's ... Something she's always wanted
. to make her feel like a true queen.
Many Lovely
GIFT
HAND EMBROIDERED
SUGGESTIONS

HANKIES
65¢ to 2.00

HATS
BLOUSES SHE'LL LOVE

DRESSES

TO WEAR'
2.70 to 10.95

SKIRTS
OTHER EDITORS SAY
1

Vinson, Sound Thinker

JEWELRY

A recent issue of the American Mer.:
cury contains an appraisal of the serv#
fees of Secretary of the Treasury Fred
M. Vinson as "The Administration's
- trong Man." In an article written by
.8
Xenneth G. Crawford and Gilbert W.
Stewart Jr., the following very pertinent
paragraph is contained:
"Vinson personifies American thinking
on questions of public policy at the close
'of the Second World War. His basic attitudes are those he brought to Washington in 1924 as a congressman from a small
town in Kentucky, where he had been
a successful, small-college-trained lawyer.
2. They are the attitudes of a man who
made good in the American free enter-prise system and wants this system per-

event of his homeland, inimitable and
world renowned Derby Day. It is because he likes this kind of thing, racing
and .baseball and gatherings that are enjoyed, that Judge Vinson has been able
to keep his perspective and, indeed, to
sit on the lid all the tighter when necessary.
The Mercury article goes further to
propose Judge Vinson for vice president,
a suggestion that Kentuckians naturally
would welcome. However, we've never
seen why, when a man is doing a good
job in an accepted assignment, it seems
to be assumed that he must "run for
something."
In the opinion of The Herald, if the
able Kentuckian succeeds in balancing
the national budget and stabilizing the
petuated."
economy of the world, so that internaThis is a very fitting and well-deserved tional trade can form a foundation for
bute, and it is timely to repeat it to- lasting peace, that's job enough, at least
'Say as Secretary of the Treasury Vinson for the next two years. But,.In Derby
returns to his home state to join with language, he can carry weight and go a
his fellow Kentuckians in the greatest distance.
(Lexington Herald)
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Soybeans, Sudan
Grass Suggested
Soil And That
ollar Rain
bability there will be
during the summer
I affect vegetative
reduce yields of row
we cannot do much
weather, but we can
t to do about how
fects our land and its
n crop production.
he right time may be
usands of dollars to
the county and at the
e very destructive to
Hard, dashing rains
the moisture needed
ediate crop but tear
at it has taken years
cultivation, terraces
ions, combined with
tive growth the year
uces erosion to the
conserves moisture
when needed, and inyields.
constructed teriaces
ons make the water
• the hill rather than
he hill. Walking \kat carry the load of
y that is carried by
ter. Slow movement
es the soil an opporsorb a much greater
it which means less
off and a greater
ply 'or dry perhis
required for plant
nts to be available
oduction.
can have a lot t . do

When drouth or other causes
may create feed shortage, the
Kentucky College of Agriculture suggests that farmers consider growing soden grass for
pasture and hay and soybeans
for hay.
Sudan grass, which can be
sowed anytime now, makes good
sumiver pasture and often yields
up to three tons of hay to the
acre. It is chiefly recommended
for. pasture. All kinds of stock
like it. Many farmers grow sudan
grass to keep from overgrazing
their permanent pastures.
Sudan grass is usually seeded
on moderately fertile land from
about May 15 to July 1. It may
be broadcast at the rate of 20
to 40 pounds of seed to the acre,
or a smaller amount of seed may
be put in rows. It is usually put
in with grain drill. '
Soybeans produce good hay
and are recommended for level
and overflow land. Black seeded
varieties are most popular for
hay production.
Soybeans are usually seeded
in late May or early June. The)
may be drilled at the rate of a
half-bushel to two bushels to
the acre. The larger seeding is
suggested to control weeds and
make more and better hay.
It is important that soybeans
be well inoculated. Otherwise
they may make poor growth
and exhaust fertility.
about how weather affects your
land and crop yields.
It is within your power to
make that "million dollar rain"
worth more, and prevent to a
large measure its soil destruction.

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics
TOMATOES
Because of their ease of growing arid because they make so
large a return for the space
they occupy, tomatoes are among
the most profitable vegetables. A
dozen well-kept plants can produce 21
/
2 bushels of fruit, or
more than 40 quarts when canned. As fresh tomatoes, that
amount, 150 pounds, will earn a
gardener handsome wages.
If there is not enough room
for a full garden, perhaps space
can be found for tomatoes.
There is still time. Setting date
for Lexington's latitude is May
5 to 10.
A fence-row, but not a hedge,
makes a good location. Twelve
plants set 3 feet apart need a
JOCKEY TAKES TUMBLE—Jockey T. Fields in mid-air as he was tossed by his mount, Bill space 40 by 3 feet. Over this
Coffman, at the last jump in the Annibal steeplechase at Pimlico, Bliltimore, Md. Bill Coffman broadcast evenly 5 pounds of
was running second at the time. Jockey Fields escaped injury. (AP Wirephoto)
any good complete fertilizer,
spade it under and cut it in.
Machinery Scarce;
Finish with a rake, beating up
any clods.
Farmer Makes Own Stretch a line down the midHow
Herman Deutsche of
News representing lives, hopea, dreams and ambitions of those Breckinridge county makes his dle, along which make holes for
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
the plants. In each set a plant,
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- own farm machinery when he
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader can't buy it, is related by County then pour in a half-pint of wafeature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- Agent Kenneth A. firadant. This ter; when it has settled, fill in
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
spring he made a lime spreader the soil, firming lightly. The
March 21, 1911. Clyde Jones or, of Marion, spent Sunday in out of the rear end of an auto- plants should stand an inch deepreturned the first of the week he city, the guest of her sisters, mobile. By leaving the gear shift er than in the plant bed.
To keep this garden in good
from Danville where he went
rs. Gus Baker and Mrs. C. S. of the car on the transmission,
to attend the state association Morehead, returning home Mon- he was able to operate the spread- order, the plants should be
er at different speeds. When Mr. staked. Stakes should be about
of the Y. M. C. A., as represen- •ay morning.
11
/
2 inches square and 5 feet long,
Deutsche was unable to buy
tative of the local brotherhood,
April 18, 1911. Labe Kevil is manure spreader, he made one 12 inches in the ground. Pruning
plants should be done to three
March 21, 1911. Harvey Moore erecting a commodious dairy barn from scrap parts of an old of
keeping the main shoot
stems,
autcmobile
and
spreader,
an
and
large
silo
on
his
place
in
and wife, and C. S. Morehead
and the first two that start at
corn shredder.
and family were the guests Sun- ast Princeton.
Last year Deutsche made a the base of the plant, but removday of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Bond,
April 18, 1911. Sam Howerton, two-row tobacco setter from ing all others as they form. When
of McGowan.
f Fredonia, was here Sunday scrap iron on the farm, using the growth reaches the top of
the stakes, the plants should be
March 21, 1911. Hubert Young nroute to Central City to visit iffor setting 33 acres of tobacco
beheaded, having set about 20
in the community.
left Sunday for Memphis, where is mother.
clusters of fruit.
he assumes a position in the
To test the waffle iron use a
Ties of soft twine or strips of
Road Department of the L C. • Interest To Women
piece of paper. If the iron is just rag should be made under every
He had been chief clerk to
To save wheat try serving
fruit cluster.
Supervigor McNamara at Prince- reamed meat on top of mashed hot enough the paper will brown
Tomatoes are not all that may
If
it
half a minute.
tun five years.
r baked potatoes, instead of on in about
garden, about
takes longer to brown the iron come from this
August 1, a fall garden may be
'oast or biscuits. For lunch serve is too cool.
March 21, 1911. Clifton HolloVegetable variety is fun. Ever sowed of a half ounce of Siberian
well returned home Saturday •pen face sandwiches instead of
kale or Seven Top.
from a month's tour in Texas in he closed variety. Top meet serve a globe or Jerusalem artiGood tomatoes in the order of
choke,
or
Chinese
cabbage,
or
the interest of the Princeton Veg- asseroles with crumbled potaearliness, but all suitable for
etated Calomel Co. He had an o- chips; use mashed potato or celeriac? Try these odd fellows
this purpose, are: Break O'Day,
enjoyable trip, and is looking orn meal mush for the topping on your family for variety along
with salsify, Swiss chard, beet Valiant, Stokesdale, Marglobe
f a' meat and vegetable pie.
fine.
and Rutgers.
An iroh always heats more greens or zucchini.

A FIGHTIN' CAST_ Americus Famous Western
KIMONO """ in Technicolor!
4**Aftetc;:alig,--. - - ..,;;,-, -.- . :, •.- . ',--,i -.

\ April 18, 1911 Messrs. R.
Lisanby, Joe Boitnott, W.
Rucker, and G. R. Sell are
tending Federal court, now
session at Paducah.

apidly than it cools. Begin with
abrics that require low temperaure, such as some synthetics,
hen progress to those that require high temperature, such
s cottons and lirens. Put dampened clothes in basket, accordngly, with "first-comes" on top.

Thin slices of orange, with
rind left on, topped with a cube
or teaspoonful of jelly, are attractive either on a meat platter
or individual plates. Use mint
jelly with lamb chops, crabapple
or currant jelly with ham, canned cranberry sauce with beef.

Twenty-three 4-H clubs in
Graves county have an enrollment of more than 1,000 members
After Mrs. C. 0. Rider of Gallatin county put her chickens
up on a wire floor, she lost only.
two of 209 from coccidiosis.

JOSS

itumng

McCREA
SR IAN
DONLEVY
SONNY
TUFTS
BRITTON

.

.

,.,

News From The Past

March 21, 1911. The party given by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Beck
Friday night was quite a success.
The crowd gathered at an early
hour and various games were
indulged in until 9:30, when they
were invited into the dining
rocm where a most elegant supper was nerved, which was enjoyed by all. Those present were
Misses Nannie, Bertie and Myrtle Nichols, Johnnie and Bobbie
Hayes, Annie Craig, Johnnie
Martin, Linnie
Jettie
Buchanan; May Jordan, Mag
Barnett, Bessie Beck; Messrs.
Fred
Nichols, Fred Martin,
Ernest and Bob Richey, Frank
Craig, Luther Crowe, Porter Sell,
Tom Barrett, Marion Riley, Herbert, Jim and Lee Beck and
Dewit Hayes.
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Added Units! ...
"WHAT IT TAKES TO MAKE'A STAR"
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

k. ,

SATURDAY
. MAY 11

TWOTRIGGER
MIMI
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•
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Extra!
4
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"MOUSE AND THE WOLF"
(Comic in Color)
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"THE SWIM CAPADES"
(Sports Review)
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4
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Chapter 7
"MONSTER & APE"
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SUN. & MON., MAY 12-13
A LOVE STORY
THAT WILL SHARE
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April 18, 1911. Mrs. Gus Tay-
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COMIC IN COLOR

see imams CONNIE MARSHALL

MUSICAL REVUE
PARAMOUNT NEWS

attic to basement. from porch to garage
there are
ns of uses for BPS FLORLUX. It is the ideal finish for porch

You can sit down with Sears Catalog in the secluded comfort of your own home and plan
riur buying intelligently. You don't have to hurry—or worry about crowded stores—or
.suffer from shopping fatigue. You'll say it's the easiest way you ever shopped for both
family and home.

,steps, decks, porch and lawn furniture, interior floors, wooddodoes, linoleum ... wood, cement or canvas surfaces.

Young Ballerinas

Vglivrgf, Ti" I/
MURDER/

Comfortable cushion soft platform
slippers that Ratter your foot, fa
ever so nksly. Red, brown Or whit*
suede with leather soles.
No. 54 P 7987
3.98

• Covers in One Coat over any
painted surface.

'

el
t
VINCENT PRICEyt,
LYNN SARI

• The scuff-proof, glossy finish
is easy to keep clean.

Plus These Delightful Shinto!
3 STOOGES in "BOOBY DUPES"
FILM VODVIL — SPORTS REVIEW
Videne—By theYard
25

f ,11 111,"

LINKED TOGETHER..,by a terrifying secret!
' LO KED TOGETHER...b love madness!

3.98

ing ... waterproof... made to withstand rough treatment.

7
,
111111111111111a...
0.711
0/Illifilliqt1111111/NITir

TUES. & WED., MAY 14-15

:soft, plkible all plastk material
that makes up into attractive shower
• and window curtain sets. garment
bags, etc. 36 In. erlde In dear and
colors.
No.25 P 3900

Indian Bracelet

8.95
Handsome wide bracelet with arrow
design and two large and beautiful
turquoise matrix stones. Crafted
from lustrous sterling saver, in fashion right designs.
No. 4 P 4557 MEY

COMING! MAY 16-17

Warner Bros. Four Star Dramatic Triumph!

ifi DEVOTION,,
starring

ugh Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Point Store"
n, Ky.

W. Court Square

Phone 762

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
IDA LUPINO -- PAUL HENRIED
,rpoliq..o.

SIDNEY GREENSTREET

•

Thursday, May 9,
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Germany's Broken Morale
started again since the war, since
lack of materials and official reFrankfurt-On-Main, Germany
strictions !knit trade," he said.
—Here is the face of Germany "Most of the men and girls you
today—a picture of want and des- see tramping the streets are looktruction and broken morale:
ing for work—but they want ofBoys fight like animals for fice jobs.
cigarette stubs and for lumps
They won't do manual work
of coal dropped from trucks.
and they won't help clean up the
Long queues wait at the post mess. Out in the country the
office to buy stamps—only five farmers are worried about labor
to a customer—and at news- and are calling for aid."
stands for the only newspaper in
Some unemployed make a livFrankfurt, published twice a ing from scrounging and smallweek.
time black marketing, and most
All along the road pretty frau- profiteer at the expense
of their
lein hitchhikers beg lifts; sol- neighbors.
diers discourage them by paintMany Germans still retain a
ing No darling" just under the semblance of pride—like
the honwindshield of their jeep. Many est artisan who had tears
in his
charcoal gas cars are stalled at eyes as he told me of
the beautithe roadside while driver and ful work he
used to do before
passengers chop wood.
he was drafted into a Hitler war
Slight activity is seen in the factory. But others show
a bad
fields. Before the plow walks a breakdown of
morale. Men
horse with ribs showing through whine and
cringe to the occupaloose skin; behind it a boy of tion armies and
then turn and
12 or a white-haired woman bully someone weaker.
Pleasurewhose sons have not come home mad frauleins
whose men have
—and may never come.
not come home sell themselves
A year's rains have not wash- for candy
bars.
ed away names of the dead
Noting the sneer on a shopWALKS BAREFOOT TO CHURCH—Mrs. Mary Granata (right)
roughly scratched on bricks, keeper's face
as he waits on a
of Cicero, Ill., walks barefoot to a special mass to fulfill a vow
sometimes with a dusty wreath Jew, you
can see that beneath
of evergreens nearby.
it's the same old Germany still. of a year ago to show thanksgiving for the safe return from the
A bride in white steps from a
army of Mrs. Granata's brother, Frank La Valle (left) and anothbomb-damaged church amid flater Cicero resident's husband and three brothers. She remained
tened ruins to set up housekeep- Germany At Fag End
in her bare feet during the service. (AP Photo)
Nurenberg, Germany — (iP)
tng perhaps in a cellar. No one
seems to be building anything, or To help smokers get through a
VFW Post Honors
shortage, newspaper
even trying. Frankfurt's main tobacco
Memory
Of Bataan
streets have been cleared for readers here in letters to the
Harrodsburg, Ky. — (FP) —
traffic. But most of the dust and editor suggests that non-smokThe Harrodsburg chapter of the
broken bricks, the twisted iron ers give up their tobacco ration.
Frankfort—Rigid enforcement Veterans of Foreign Wars has
Tobacco is not on the list of
and powdered rubble, have just
been cast up in mounds on the permitted imports and the home- of Game and Fish Laws was been named Bataan Memorial
grown product is scarce, but the called for at a meeting of the Post in memory of 66 Mercer
sidewalks.
A business man told The Asso- American Military Government Game and Fish Division, held County men who were taken
prisoners by the Japanese when
dated Press thousands are unem- has allowed tobacco growers of at the Division Offices here.
Bataan fell.
ployed in the commercial field. southern Germany to plant a
The commission, with six of
The soldiers were members of
"Only a few businesses have larger acreage.
its nine members present for the
a National Guard company.
two-day business session, called
Twenty-nine of the group lost
on Director Earl Wallace and
their lives while the other 37
Frank Phipps, superintendent of
later were released from prison
Conservation officers, to lead in
camps.
stringent enforcement.
Laxity was cited among Conservation officers in cases where Good Methods Pay
violators who did not have liRoss Martin of the Stanton
censes were permitted to go community in Powell county has
free on promising they would been making over a ton of tobacpurchase licenses. Such settle- co to the acre by using more
ment "in the field" was held in- than a ton of fertilizer per acre,
consistent with game and fish turning under a good cover crop,
laws of the State.
using root rot resistant seed and
Director Wallace said Conser- firing to prevent house-burning
vation officers will be required Martin told Farm Agent Charles
to make arrests for all violations, Shouse that before starting these
and added that officers who fail practices several years ago he
to fulfill their duties will be made only 800 to 900 pounds to
suspended.
the acre.
By Godfrey Anderson
(AP

Q

Ple*afaaturea)

Game, Fish laws
To Be Enforced

Lead with Diamonds
to win at

"HEARTS"

National Hospital Day
At Outwood May 12

Use our Divided Payment Plan—Payments as
low as $1.25 per week.

Winstead Jewelers
BEAUTIFUL

The public is invited to attend
a program for celebration of National Hospital Day, May 12, at
Outwood Veterans' Administration Hospital. Visiting hours are
from 1 to 5 p.m.
Participating agencies a r e•
American Legion Women's Auxiliary, American Red Cross Grey
Ladies, Fifth Infantry Division
Army Band, Camp Campbell, and
Disabled American War Veter-

By J. M. Roberts,.Jr.
THREE YEARS WITH EISENHOWER. by Capt. Harry C. Dutch*

my

USNR (Simon & Schuster; $O.

On June 5, 1944, at his headquarters in England, Dwight
Eisenhower, doubtful about the
weather, gave the order for the
all-out Allied invasion of German-held Europe. Then he sat
down and wrote a note:
"Our landings in the Cherbourg-Harev area have failed to
gain a satisfactory foothold and
I have withdrawn the troops.
My decision to attack' at this
time and place was based upon
the best information available.
The troops, the air, and the
Navy did all that bravery and
devotion to duty could do. If
any blame or fault attaches to
the. attempt it is mine alone."
The note went into his wallet, GUARDS BATTLE CONVICTS IN ALCATRAZ RIOT —Coast Guard boats creep siong
to be produced on a "when, as island to fire into the building where convicts, armed with machine gun held most of the
and if" basis. When it did come traz prison officers late May 2. Warden James A. Johnston issued a riot call in what c
out on July 11 it was only as a scribed as the mist reckless bid for freedom in the history of the prison at San Fr
souvenir for Capt. Harry Buech- The riot ended May 4, with the convicts and two guards dead and a score or more wo
er, the naval aide who accom- (AP Wirephoto)
panied Eisenhower. The general/
James B. Hill, president of the forced to shut down
then revealed that he had been in 60 Percent Of State
ouisville and Nashville rail- May 15 and the end of the
the habit, all during the war, of
Plants May Close
oad, said all his company's for lack of supplies forms
writing such notes before each
(JP)
Louisville—
locomotives would be idle companies relying on
official
—An
steam
major operation.
predicted
shortthat
the
here
coal
three weeks unless the supply of coal.
ithin
Such incidents are typic al of
those with which Butcher, as- age will be so acute in about a coal strike ends.
Louisville's "rubbertown" also Everybody reads The
signed from the very beginning week that 60 percent of the
to keep a dairy of what went on State's 'maunfacturers will fel elt the coal shortage and G. R.
ilne, manager of the National
at SHAEF, has filled out his 900 forced to an almost full shut
arbide plant, said it would be
small-type pages.
down of operations.
While it is a picture of war, it
In making this prediction,
is primarily a biography of Eis- Louis J. Bosse, managing direcenhower's three big years: How tor of Associated Industries of
he welded together the arms and Kentucky, estimated such a shutarmies of several nations to ac- down would idle from 50,000 to
complish a single aim—destroy 60,000 production workers in the
the Wehrmacht; how he was bur- state.
Good 4 room house
dened with politics as well as
He said reserve supplies of
Baldwin Ave. near
battle plans; how he compromis- coal had dwindled sharply since
limits (No city
ed with a bunch of French poli- the start of the nation-wide work
Large lot where you
ticians. but proved more stub- stoppage by the United Mine
• if you wish to fix up your
keep a cow, chick
homo—insid• or outsid•--•••
born than Winston Churchill.
Workers Union on April 1. Other
us for the mon•y you need.
pig or two and
Just before the African inva- industrial leaders here and elseWe advance cash for all
garden, plenty outbuil
sion, Eisenhower was all upset where in Kentucky have made
kinds of home repairs and imnice neighborhood,
proventents. Convenient reover a published report that he similar reports.
payment terms. Prompt serfwater, will finance
was coming home for consulta"The entire situation is most
ice.
& terms, immediate
tions in Washington when actual- serious," Bosse said. "Not only
ly he would soon be at Gibraltar. will 50,000 to 60,000 production
session. OTHER REAL
There was a considerable stir at workers be temporarily thrown
TATE ALL KINDS.
SHAEF. But no mention is made out of employment, but it also
of the Office of War Information will take some time to get back
in Washington, which put out into production after the coal Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, M.
the story with the idea that it supply is resumed and materials
was cleverly leading the Ger- start flowing again in the norPrinceton, Kentiasky
mans astray.
mal channels of commerce."
Butcher's book is news only
in a very few spots. As for why
and how the news was made, and
a human picture of the men who
made it, it stands alone among
At 14 Homemakers' club meet- the books of World War II.
ings in Anderson county, 103
scissors and 92 knives were
Farmers in Daviess county
sharpened.
purchased more than 500 bushels
of certified Lincoln soybean seed
Four farmers in Bullitt county
have sowed ladine clover to use
Members of 10 Homemakers
as seed plots, the first in thg clubs in Campbell county set ou
county.
350 iris roots this spring.
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THE OPENING OF

POTTERY

Sunday, May 12 is

Mother's Day
Many Lovely
Gift
Suggestions
From

Vivian's Beauty Sho
(Owned and operated by Vivian Bake
Dean and located over Sears
Order Office)

wicarson
Let us give you a Natural Perm

HATS
DRESSES
SWEATERS
TOILETRIES
JEWELRY
KERCHIEFS
DICKIES

nent Wave—The road that leads
beautifully coiffured hair starts with
natural looking permanent, for that
the foundation of hair-loveliness.
All permanents fully guaranteed

Handbags She'll
Enjoy . . .
4.95 up
We specialize in

There's nothing cooler, crisper,
prettier for summer than Connie'*
chalk-whites...in smooth leathers,
suedes and genuine linens.

ake Up
am
Scho

Hankies Trimmed with

Cold Waves —

Lace

See us for your

50¢ to 2.50

Shampoos and

Jewelry She'll Treasure
1.00 to 25.00

Sets and Manicures.

exclusively yours

wicarson
(Incorporated)
0PR INS VILL

Vivian's Beauty Sho
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Pure chocolate is about 50 per.,
cent oil or fat content.

UK "Honors Day"
Scheduled May 14
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Prima)

AesOclittsd

nkfort—A program designed
• Mist high school and college
ents in the "Wake Up, Keny" movement was adopted
the Council on Higher Public
cation here.
e council proposed a proto interest students and
d to send it to every teacherning institution in the State,
as to reach students through
teachers.
e program as approved by
council itemized at length
commonwealth's agricultural,
ational, industrial and varied
r conditions and resources,
recommended it as the outfor a college course. It reted that it be worked out to
igh school students, with the
ed suggestion that it would
preferable to take up the
am in junior and senior
school classes.
another move to improve
•itions, the council voted to
d to the high schools the
rement now in force in
•e schools that their teachers
t take courses in health and
ation. In order to allow
for this to be carried out,
council made it optional unuly 1, 1947, and mandatory
that.
its report on means of
sing further interest in betconditions that have put
tucky far down the list of
s in many activities, the
cil subcommittee which drew
he proposed program stated
"up to this moment the
Is of this state have failed
oduce students with the unnding, good will, skill and
gy requisite to keep our
onwealth in step with
states."
e subcommittee of which
Louis Smith, of Berea Colis chairman and Dr. C. P.

ASSAULT THUNDERS OVER FINISH LINE FIRST — With Assault (1) crossing the finish line, this is the way they finished
in the Kentucky Derby at Churchill Downs, Louisville, Kentucky. 2—Spy Song; 3—Hampden; 4—Lord Boswell; 5—Knockdown;
6—Alamond; 7—Bob Murphy; 8—Pellicle; 9—Perfect Bahram; 10--Ripp; 11--Jobar; 12—Dark Jungle; 12—Alworth; 14—With
Pleasure; 15—Marine Victory; 16—Wee Admiral. (AP Wirephoto)
Denman, of Western State Teachers College, co-chairman, declared that while "the course is
primarily intended for teachers,
it would be an appropriate part
of the "general education of
every Kentuckian," and urged
that students be given a part in
planning various parts of the
program.
The principal objectives of the
course:
I. To give an understanding of
conditions in the State—good,
bad and indifferent—and to indicate the reasons for these con-

ditions.
2. To make Kentuckians sensitive to the needs for improvement, indicating the possibilities
for betterment.
3. To produce a civic zeal for
bringing a good life to the people in both the local community
and the larger community.
4. To bring about an understanding of the channels and

STATIONERY

LUGGAGE

BIBLES

BOOKS

PICTURES

QUERY

CARDS

CANDLES
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Princeton Boy Enters
Craftsman's Guild Test

Pleasant Grove

(By Miss Nola Wilson)
Several farmers have set tobacco and planted corn in this
community.
Services were held Saturday
and Sunday by the pastor, Rev.
Henry Rowland, with several
present. There were 30 present
for Sunday School Sunday morning.
Mrs. Nolie P'Pool, who has
been a patient at Jennie Stewart
Hospital, Hopkinsville, is at home
and is improved.
Several of the high school
students are sorry school will be
out in a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Arvin and
children, of near Hopkinsville,
visited Mrs. Amanthas Baker
Hot pickled beets, sliced and Sunday.
topped with slices of hard-cooked
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rogeis
eggs, give a decorative touch to visited Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Roor
hash
browned corned beef
gers Sunday afternoon
any other kind of hash.
Mrs. Zora Wilson visited Miss
processes through which the work \Nola Wilson Sunday.
Miss Elizabeth Ann Hensle7,
of improvement might be. carvisited Mrs. Wallace Oden part
ried on.
5. To provide basic and satis- ,pf this week.
factory experiences in working N. Mrs. Minnie Ladd, of Princetogether democratically in enter- ton, visited Mrs. Carl Rogers
prises designed for the better- last weekend.
Wallace Oden and family visit.
ment of school and community.
ed Leslie Ladd one night this
week.
Mrs. L. W. Rogers spent Wednesday with.Mrs. Bryant Oliver.
Miss Elizabeth Ann Hensley
etaddisoila tea Ile welting
been visiting Miss Nola
Vera it la true. there is • oak- has
Detroit—A- Princeton boy, R.
E. Croft, 121 Highland Avenue,
is listed among thousands of
youths throughout the United
States entered in the 1946 competition of t h e Fisher Body
Craftsman's Guild for building
model automobiles and Napoleonic coaches.
The Craftsman's Guild, an educational foundation sponsored by
the Fisher Body Division of General Motors, is offering $75,000
in awards in the 1946 competition, including eight university
scholarships. The competition is
open to all boys residing in the
United States who are between
12 and 20 years old.

The University of Kentucky's
second annual "Honors Day," inaugurated in 1945 as an annual
event, at which time homage is
paid to University students who
have distinguished themselves in
the fields of scholarship and
leadership, will be held Tuesday
morning, May 14, and will be
highlighted by a general convocation at 10 a.m., at which Sarah Gibson Blanding, University
of Kentucky giaduate and former dean of women and presiOent-elect of 'Vassar College,
will be the speaker.
President H. L. Donovan will
preside at the convocation, and
Dr. Leo M. Chamberlain, University dean and registrar, will
recognize members of honor
societies, members of scholastic
societies which have a minimum
scholastic standing of .2; students holding scholarships and
fellowships and those receiving
prizes and awards during the
year; and,the list of students by
colleges and classes with cumulative standings of 2.3 or more.
Parents and interested friends
of the University are invited to
attend the convocation honoring
the students.

Beef Cattle Show
Set For Dec. 17-18

Workers' Wages
Rise In Argentina
Buenos Aires—AP—It costs 35
Percent more to hire a man for
an hour in Argentina than it did
a year ago altrough he produces
less, the Census Department reports.
The report shows that total
wages paid last January were 19
percent higher than in the first
months of 1945, while man-hours
worked were 12 percent less.
The average cost of labor per
man-hour increased from 121 to
164, taking 1943 as 100, or 35
percent.

Louisville, May 7 — A new
Christmas-time cattle show will
be held at the Bourbon Stock
Yards here, it was announced
today after a meeting of the executive committee of the Bourbon
Beeef Association, Inc. December
17 and 18, are the dates selected.
A cash prize of $1000 will to go
the grand champion beef steer,
and $500 for the reserve champion single steer. A grand prize
of $1000 will also be paid for
thc first.prize carload of 15 beef
steers. Prizes total $5000. Single
High frequency sound equipbeef steers will be divided into ment has now been developed
three classes—steers weighing to detect flaws in thick sheets
900 pounds or less, from 900 to of metal.
1,050 pounds, and 1050 pounds
or more. Prizes in these classes
run from $100 for first to $10
for the fifteenth premium.

Topeka, Kan. —(A")— Kansas
law says candidates for public office may not give anything of
value to induce voter support.
Attorney General A. B. Mitchell, in an unofficial opinion, ruled
out big black cigars, cigarettes,
ice cream sodas and even match
folders.

'42 PIMPLES

Need'a

LAXATIVE?
Clack-Draught Is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical
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DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
\ Mr. Dan Smiley has been ill.
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to
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doses
only
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IS GETTING UP NIGHTS
GETTING YOU DOWN?

OF FINE WATCHMAKING

TREASURER.

21 Jewels

$67.50

tion. Juin flood ingredients that qalthly
act oa the kidneys to increase the 0.w ef
urine and ease the uncomfortable gym,.
toms of bladder Irritation.
Sena for free, pppppid sample TODAY11
Like thousands of others retell be (kJ
that you did. Send name and address to
Department 11, Kilmer & Co., las., Den
lass, Sttunferd, Conn. Offer limited. $em&
seme. All druggist* sell Swamp Rae&

Allis-Ch almers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
W. H. Johnson
J. Y. O'Bannon

11,

For Immediate

MONUMENTS
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Maible; Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

"Your Cab will be there in Two
Minutes.. Thank you."
INSURED! CERTAINLY!
That was the pleasant voice of our dispatcher, and we
specialize in Two Minute service in the city proper and
nearby residential section. Equal speed on any call.
We obey all State laws and all cabs MUST carry INSURANCE by STATE LAW.
There is always a dispatcher at our telephone and
should the phone be busy, call us one minute later. We
are open for business 24 hours per day. Our rates are
reasonable — OUR CABS THE BEST.
"We meet all trains, advertise and give 24-hour Service"

SERVICE CAB CO.

Phone 338-J

AGAIN EATING PLENTY
SHE THANKS RETONGA

Ge

BLACK-DRAUGHT

"Retonga is the only medicine
I ever used that gave me satisfactory relief from the tortures
of nervous indigestion and sluggish elimination," gratefully declares Mrs. W. L. Greene of 407
W. 47th St., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
respected housewife and mother.
"Nervous indigestion was my
almost constant companion and
I can hardly remember when I
craved food until I took Retonga," she stated. "I tried to eat
enough to keep up strength for
my housework, but I felt very
weakened and suffered terribly
from gas in my stomach. I tried
dieting but the gas pains continued. I felt so restless I could
get only a few hours sleep at
night and mornings I felt worn
out. Poor elimination caused me
discomfort for years and I had
to take a strong laxative almost
daily. I had to fight hard to
keep going.
"Thanks to Retonga I now eat

Mrs. W. L. Grease
heartily. My food seems to digest
promptly and give me real
strength and my sleep is very
refreshing. I feel free of toxic
poisons and the sluggish elimination is relieved. Retonga proved
to be what I needed and I cannot praise it too highly."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of digestive juices in the stomach,
loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency and constipation. Accept
no substitute. Retonga may be
obtained at Dawson's Drug Store.
—Adv.

Remember
Matheit

Brazilianite, a yellow-green
mineral recently found in Brazil, is the first mineral with
gemlike properties discovered
since 1909.

with something from this
Fine assortment—order
early while it's complete —

Is Your House
Standing on Stilts?

fully guara

Delivery On

COMMANDED BLAST SHIP
—Lt. Comdr. G. R. La Rocque
(above), of Kankakee, Ill.,
captain of the destroyer escort U.S.S. Solar, which sank
after explosion, at Earle, N.
4., was burned severely about
the face and hands. He said
he was on the port side of the
ship, preparing for an inspection when the first blast occurred and that it sounded
like an explosion of five-inch
shells. (AP Photo)

Distress From Nervous Indigestion Made It Hard To
Keep Going, Says Mrs.
Greene. Sluggish Elimination Also Promptly Relieved

May Kiss Babies

Mrs. Shellie Wyatt visited
Mrs. Ecid Gresham Wednesday
afternoon.
\Miss Hilda Farris spent Thursday with Misses Dorothy and
Thousands say famous doctor's imogene Aldridge.
discovery gives blessed relief from
Rev. Henry Rowland and McIrritation of the Mader caused by Donald visited Mr. T. A. Davis
,and family Sunday.
excess acidity le the wrist
\ Rev. Henry Rowland was a
Why suffer needlessly from backaches, dinner guest of Mr. Carl Rorun-down feeling from excess acidity fa
th• urine? Ju•t try DR. KILMER'S gers Saturday.
SWAMP ROOT, th• renowned herbal
Mrs. Desmond Hensley and
medicine. SWAMP ROOT acts last on Um
kidn•y• to promote the flow of urine sad
Elizabeth Ann and
relieve troublesome sates* acidity. Ode. daughters,
Nally created by • practising Johyalitina„ Euton, and Mrs. Lucien Cluck,
Dr. Kilumr's Is•carefully blended comb!.
nation of ill herbs, roots, vegetables, hall. spent Sunday with Mrs. Willis
same. Absolutely nothiolt Imrillt sr habit.
Buster and family.
forming la thle pure, scientific pre

Wm. M. YOUNG

HYDRANGAES
(Pink and Real Blue)

Fancy Leaf Caladiums
Geraniums

MBA SSADOR
21 _jewels

From the low level of a few years ago values
have been elevated to a new height. There
seems no immediate chance of any reductions
in building costs so the only sensible and safe
thing to do is to adjust your insurance coverage
to me6t your needs.

Yellow Calla Lillies

We shall be glad to help you value your property and to advise you as to the insurance
required.

Tuberous Rooted
Begonia

Calcelorias
Angelwing Begonias
Double Petunias
Fuschias

$62.50

Denham's Jewelry Store
/wow-4lweoet:A

0- -exwz,„&ife
(2
BULOVA
21 jew•Is
Invite you to see these distinguished new
Bubo* Watches. The "Excellency Group"
proses again this Buffos bolds km place in
timekeeping dependsbillry and artistry.

Play safe—call us.
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went
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air Ihmi.esethis Tee Noe
mmisel Meek
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Sam Howerton's
Fredonia, Ky.

Phone 13-3

'Mother's Day Favorite- The Mixed Box
Cut Flower Arrangements —
ROSES — CARNATIONS — GARDENIAS
CORSAGES
PLANT STANDS

4. di: tiestpiehmt, 42104141

Princeton Loader

Phone 50

Women's Pa
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•

•

*

•

Dorothy Ann Davis

Princeton, KY
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Sunday morning, May 12.
gington, Dolly June Kennedy, who more recently served as
esdames S. A. Beckner, H. community Saturday from a
• • •
YOUR HEAD Rev. Chas P. Herndon, of Mary Ann Riley, Mattie Arnella senior laison officer for the Port
Blades, Jr., E. M. Childress, complication of diseases, were
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Stalof Entry at Tacoma, Wash. He
G. Larkins, Alvin Lisanby, held at Stewart Cemetery, near lins, Hawthorne street, on the Murray, will speak. Subject: Tosh.
Dalton is now assigned to duty in YoUse it — When driving on the highway.
Lena Elizabeth
Lisanby, Frank Morgan, Cerulean, Sunday afternoon, with birth of a daughter, Brenda "Christian Progress."
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Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Linton,
Franklin D. Bmiley,
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Sunday School each Sunday at etta Marie Traylor, Hilda Mari- and their son, Marshall Polk.
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Morning Worship each Sun- neth Wayne Menser, James Ivan
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s
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died in Phoenix, Ariz., May 1. ton, and
Sunday School at 9:45. The
Norris H. Norman, Normal L.
to Pheonix soon
180.
Sunday,
3. E. Mann and son, Car- The body was returned here for plan to return
ce
for
attendan
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Burton Strong, Gerald
Oliver,
home. They were
Garrett. Chicago, are visit- burial at.Liberty Cemetery, May to make their
Rev. W. H. Curl. Ashland, will R. Rogers, Thomas James WalCampJack
by
here
ied
accompan
Howard,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 7, with the Rev. Charles
preach at 11 a.m. and Rev. A. ker, Louis Pidcock, Jr., Regena
bell, at Pheonix.
R. Dailey, missionary to South Marlin Brown, Minnie
Mae
n Carter, W. Market street. of Henderson, officiating.
America, will preach at 7 p.m. Cartwright, Golden C. Davis,
Noted missionaries will speak Bonnie Jean King, Algie sMae
every evening at 7 p.m. through Pidcock.
Friday. A cordial invitation is
extended to all.

Recipe of the Week

At The Churches

8th Grade Graduates Am.swidd.

Deaths- Funerals

The Leader
Congratulates

MARK CUNNINGHAM

Mother .. Today We
Remember and Honor You!
•

Mere words can never tell of the matchless devotion and love of
Mother. Nor do we need a symbol to remind us of that unselfishness to which she and all mothers have dedicated their lives. To
them it was a privilege and all that they asked was a smile or
one small word of praise.
Today when the world seems so far removed from that gentleness
that she taught it is fitting that we pay tribute to her. This we
do in all humility remembering that it is Mother who rules the
world yesterday . .. today .. . always.

The Lillie F. Murphy Store
Did You Ever Stop To Think .
that our donuts give you these needed
vitamins and minerals:
VITAMIN B1
VITAMIN B2 or G
NIACIN .
IRON
CALCIUM
PHOSPHORUS
ENERGY UNITS

For digestion, nerves and appetite
For

growth and

vigor

Prevents and cures pellagra
Helpi prevent anemia
For good teeth and bones

(Calories)

21%
9%
5%
8%
4%
67%
10%

You'll find these vitamins and minerals at-

Krinard's Bakery
W. Market St.

Princeton, Ky.

CRUDER CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Kermit E. Neal, pastor
Church Cchool at 10:00 a.m.
Preaching services at 11:00, by
this pastor.
Christian Endeavor at 6:15 p.m.
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
by the pastor.

Tailoring Course

A three or four-day short
course will be offered to 25
women in Princeton and Caldwell county next fall, according
to announcement made this week
by Mrs. W. L. Beck, home demonstration agent. The short
course will be taught by Miss
Threlkeld, extension
Dorothy
specialist in clothing, College
Hook Rugs To Help
of Agriculture and Home EconFight High Prices
omics, University of Kentucky.
Hooked rugs costing from 10
Enrollment in the class is not
cents to $1.65 each are causing
limited to members of Homein
county
in
Mercer
comment
makers' clubs but is open to all
these days of high prices, acwomen interested in relocal
cording to Mrs. Mary Veatch,
special help in tailoring
ceiving
president of the McAfee Home. Each woman who remakers' Club. Original in de- problems
instruction will agree
the
ceives
rugs
the
hand-hooked,
and
sign
own sewing maher
bring
to
.
wool
were made of discarded
of meeting
place
the
to
chine
sweaters, coats and other gartailored suit or
ments under the leadership of and to make a
Home Agent Mrs. Mary S. coat.
All women interested are askBurton.
ed to call Mrs. Beck, at the
No. 5,
One-seventh of the total area county extension office,
before May 15.
of Ireland is peat

GOOD
FORTUNE
RAD

6
194
TES

Age forever cries, "It can't be done."
Youth answers with a shout, "We'll do it."
We know you'll do it. We are banking
on you, our hopes and our faith in you being
grounded upon the splendid record you have
already made.

Wood & McElfatrick

Give Her a Gift
Prom

Gokinamer's
Of course you're remembering Mother on her day, Sunday
her own favorite
May 12 — and you're going to headquarters
best. Someloves
she
that
gifts
little
store for the all-important
color to her
and
charm
lend
to
—
thing fashion-wise to wear
Come to
can.
else
nothing
as
her
every costume — will please
-budget
kind-to
so
at
on
—
Goldnamer's and see our so-big collecti
prices.
A-• Dress
•Hat
• Handkerchiefs
•Fownes Gloves
• Umbrella
•Purse

and graduates

•

•Blouses
•Scarfs
•Costume Jewelry
•Raincoats
•And many other items
too numerous to mention.
•

•

See our collection of dresses — Formal and Informal
suit'your every occasion.
•Accessories to match.

goistameikt
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

to
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State Revenues
At Recor
ray d High

KEN77/CA'Y
BY

EWING

Associated

GALLOWAY

Of the rock dug out of dia- a 4ata of 1,125,000 an
hour
mond mines only one part In 35,- modern machines.
The Chinese It.
000,000 is diamond.
Wooden matches are made at founded in 1911.

Press)

Frankfort—Kentucky's general
Berea is the quietest, most "is this a college exclusively for
fund income was headed toward
peaceful town I have ever seen. servants?"
the $41,000,000 mark, or $5,000,It is a college town, of course,
000 more than last year's record
The young head of Berea inipcome.
but I think the main reason for formed the visitor that hardly
Figures released by W. M. Van
such atmosphere it that every- any of the students had money
Noose, the finance depa#ment's
body works, In the two days enough to get by without earnacting director of the budget,
Mrs. Galloway and I were there ing some as they went along.
shows income for the first 10
Next day the lecturer dropped
we didn't see a single idler.
months of the current fiscal year
again to see President
The unusual quiet helped to in
totaled $36,249,944.16, with reaccentuate. the terrific shriek Hutchins.
ceipt l during April amounting to
"This place interests me grpatof a fire siren as we were lunch$4,833,986.59. Officials said ining in the Daniel Boone restau- ly," he said. "It is really differcome for this fiscal year will be
rant with Albert Schumacher, ent. No college like it in the
the greatest in the State's history,
world, so far as I know."
editor of the Berea Citizen.
if figures for May and June
Then he went out on the camIn what seemed to be less
come close to those for April.
than half a minute a big, long pus to find out more about Berea.
Road fund income last month
fire truck swept by with terrific And it is a safe bet he will write
was almost double that of the
speed. You would have thought &bout it in European magazines.
Pepsi-Cola Company.Lang /aloud City,N.Y.
corresponding month of last year
The stranger from overseas
all of eastern Kentucky was on
with receipts in April amounting Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling
fire. On the truck were eight didn't say practically 100 percent
Compa
to $1,877,919.21 compared with
boys, ranging, I'd say, from sev- of the students at Berea are am
$956,795.
bilious—t
21
hat
for April 1945.
none of them enrolls RACE HORSES
enteen to twenty. All were coatPERISH IN FIRE—Volunteer firemen play streams on smouldering ruins
Van Hoose pointed out that inof
less and the shirt tails of some mainly to make names for them- the Maine
Chanoe Farm's barn on grounds of Arlington Park race track, near Chicago, where
creases in alcohol taxes and liof them were fluttering in the selves in athletics or merely to 22 race
horses and two stable ponies perished in an early morning fife.
One of the dead censes and in other excise taxes
wind. Then came a hose truck be able to say they have been to
horses can be seen at left foreground. (AP Photo)
and property and inheritance levwith six boys on it. Nothing college. I am adding that myself.
ies were largely responsible for
Before the war only boys and
was afire. It was a drill.
the general fund's rentinued upAll those youngsters were stu- girls from mountain counties
ward trend.
dents. Everywhere we went in were admitted. A serious drop In
Should the upward swing incaused
Berea we saw students working enrollment
President
By Don Whitehead
or ancestral orgin," the board ed to occupy stragetic areas in
crease during the fiscal year beto help pay their way through Hutchins and the directors to
and Hoyt Ware
said. "We do not favor condem- their silent, expanding coloniadmit students from elsewhere.
ginning July 1 the "escalator"
college.
(AP Newsfeatures)
nation of a religion because of zation. Military strategists espe- clause in the
A lecturer and journalist from The bars may be put up again
budget bill will
The Shinto cult, inspired by the disloyal
suspected
cially
the
fast
oceanacts of certain indiadd $2,225,000 to general fund
a European country visited Be- when there are more mountain
reverence to the spirits of Im- vidual
going
motorboa
ts
of the fisher- appropria
members. We believe the
rea recently. When he arrived students.
tions in the 1947-48 fisperial ancestors, still flourishes fathers
and mothers of American men.
I wish every public-spirited
cal year, officials pointed out.
at his hotel his luggage was toted
both in and out of Japan despite boys
Successor To
Brazil
found
20,000
Japanese
who died fighting on the
The 1946 General Assembly apIn by a student. The hotel clerk Kentuckian could visit Berea and
Emperor Hirohito's admission of battlefiel
colonists on its vulnerable coast
ds of Europe and the
propriated $44,108,306 for the fiswas a student. The waitress who see that wonderful citizen facmortality.
Pacific are entitled to worship and one town, Iguape, was prac- cal year beginning next July 1
served his meal was a student. tory at work. Nobody could fail
Brazil with 300,000 Japanese as they please."
tically isolated
by Japanese and
Practically everybody he came to be thrilled by it. Nobody
$43,767,506 for the following
has uncovered a secret organizaThere are many, however, who farms. There was even a fear fiscal year. A provision was addin contact with was working could go back home without retion with some 100,000 members, do
that
the Japanese might build
not regard Shinto as a relied stating that if income during
part time to get an education in solving to help make all the
led by fanatically patriotic Jap- gion. Dr.
E. Tanner Brown, rec- a submarine base on the Amazon. the first of those two years exthat peaceful town in the foot. schools of Kentucky better.
anese youths pledged to preserve tor
However, Hayo Sikato, Japaof St. Clement's Episcopal
hills of the Kentucky mountains.
ceeded the estimated $39,000,000
the Shinto beliefs. In the Ha- parish,
Honolulu, says Shinto is nese aide in the Swedish em- that $2,225,000 of the excess be
Coal fuels 95 percent of the
Later in the day the stranger
waiian islands, are 26 private a "false
bassy who attends and whose
front for fanatical nadivided among the following six
called on President Francis S. locomotives in the United States.
SAME LOCATION
Shinto shrines conducted by alien tionalism
name is on the condemned list
for Japan."
Hutchins.
activities: public assistance, state
Balsa is one of the lightest
compiled
Japanese priests.
by the fanatics, hopes aid
And while the dispute con"Dr. Hutchins," he inquired, commercial woods in the world.
to public schools, hospitals
Telephone 104
Princeton, Ky.
the recent trouble won't prejuState Shinto, abolished by Mac- tinues in
Hawaii, Brazilian police
and mental hygiene, the agriculdice immigration. He thinks it's
Arthur in Japan, is moribund in are studying
ramifications of
tural experiment station.
a black mark on a long, clear
in Hawaii. Many residents of the
terroristic outbreaks in Brazil's
record.
islands have demanded official
Japanese centers.
Atlanta Campaigns
action against Shinto, although
Within the Shendo Remmei,
the executive board of the AmerFor Dogwood Fame
the Shinto secret organization
ican Veteran's Committee opAtlanta—(M—Atlanta is seekwith its 100,000 members, they
poses some of the proposed
ing to boost its reputation as the
discovered a suicide platoon of
measures as an abrogation of
dogwood city of America.
40 young men pledged to kill or
religious freedom.
The City Council has adopted
die for Japan and an auxiliary of
"We are in favor of legally de- young
Feed, water, pasture and shade the dogwood blossom as the ofwomen pledged to assist
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
porting any alien who is disthe terrorists
least one older need attention in bringing pul- ficial flower of the city. DogTo save time and for your convenience loyal to the United States, Japanese had. At
wood
blossoms
are a common
been killed after lets through the summer, says
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
whether he is a clergyman or
he attempted to spread the news the Kentucky College of Agri- sight in Atlanta in the spring,
layman, regardless of his religion
saving
grease, and call in your dead stock
of Japan's defeat.
culture and Home Economics. but the City purchasing agent is
use the
Police said the terrorists work Underfeeding is a mistake, poul- seeking to encourage private and
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
by infiltrating a community trymen at the college declare. public planting of the dogwood
where a "traitor" lives. After Pullets need a growing mash tree.
We will remove 'ill dead stock promptly and
killing "their victim they leave and grain.
free of charge.
the yellow caps of their order
Good green pasture reduces Rent Is Reasonable,
near the body.
the amount of feed needed and
But Ad Is Too Late
Police said some of the leaders helps to keep pullets thrifty
CALL COLLECT
and
Brattleboro, Vt. — (IP) — The
are suspected of inciting their growing. If there is not
suffi- Brattleboro
Daily Reformer pubignorant countrymen to murder cient bluegrass, sow sudan
grass, lished this
item:
in order to obtain more farm- rape or oats. Lespedez
a or alfal"To rent—a tenement to a
land
or business gains.
Visit us today and investigate this marvelfa makes good poultry pasture.
small family at $7.50 a month.
Industrious, frugal and seemLeast expensive and often the
Running water."
ingly tireless, the Japanese were most neglected part
out scientific discovery —
of summer
Phone 442-J
But—it was in the 50 years
welcomed to Brazil beginning In feeding is water. Pullets
Princeton, Ky.
require ago
column!
1888 when that underpopulated fresh water all the
time.
nation desperately needed agriThen, in hot weather, have
icarson
cultural workers. Through the mash, grain and
water in the
years they have become an im- shade. If there are
no trees make
for
port4nt constructive force.
a brush arbor or board-covered
Under rigid wartime supervi- open shed for the growing
omen's
birds,
sion the Japanese calmly con- suggest the college
poultrymen.
tinued their productive labor and
ear
were employed in war plants.
Incorporated
Most of Brazil's increasingly imPhone 88
portant cotton crop is produced
exclusively yours
by Japanese.
But during the war, there was
growing suspicion of the motives
of the growing Japanese group,
members of which kept to themselves in contrast to other immiPRINCETON LUMBER CO.
grants who were assimilated
Phone 260
quickly in the racially tolerant
Authorized Representative of
country.
Valle
TerrnInis C
Ohio
ation
Whether by coincidence or In., J•p:.•-• 0
-e -.

STEVENS
Insurance Agency

DARIUS DYER

Housewives!
GENERAL ELECTRIC
DISH WASHER

Dead Animals
WANTED

Pullets Need Good
Care In Summer

don
Hopkinsville
Ao

Kentucky Rendering Works

fb-PARArniv

Pasteurized
MILK

Our cap on a boHle of
pasteurized milk is your
guarantee of purity, sani-

is health insurance! Serve

tation and quality.

it at every meal.

INSPECTIONS FREE
lismi to "Oro
Woosao's Or..
ie..' with Ltsa
S•rii•,#•••y
Noonday Moro.
tos, Antica•
Boo.a.leattios
Co-to:47AM.,
LS.T.

ONLY

304
Quin

Your

family will not only enjoy
the creamy texture and
delicious taste of our pure,
rich pasteurized milk, but
they will thrive,on it. Ar-

See what a neautlful
change takes place in dry
skin when you give It
fegular.10tOrly- Lanolin core.

range to have a quart or

These dainty preparations ore so incredibly rich

more in your refrigerator

In lanolin they smooth
away the traces of dry-

at all times. Ws perfect as

ness...leave your skin
softer, lovelier, help It

a beverage with in-be-

maintain the oil balance it

needs for beauty.

tween meal snacks.

UNEXCELLED PREMIUM
MOTOR 11111..#.10

TOP-ELITE is the word for the quality, the
performance, the, service of New aviation-type
D-X Motor Oil. Only the "heart cut" of the
crude is used for higher heat-resistance, less
vaporization loss, high film strength, better
lubrication! The patented solvent-process does
not destroy its rich, smooth "natural" oiliness.

•MINIMIZES OXIDATION
•MINIMIZES SLUDGE
•NON.CORROSIVI
•HIGH VISCOSITY INDEX •
•HIGH HEAT-RESISTANCE
•CLEANS AS IT LUBRICATES

STA
MINIZED 'tow ar
FOR GREATER PROTECTION
o111 1.1

news

Wood Drug Store

New DX Motor Oil has pester
Mold' SO OWN oxidation and
coarestoo—tostiaistiaa dangers of dodging and
metalvittini.Sold on a Mt nay-Beck Guarantee.
WEINCOWITHINT PRIBOLIRIM CORPORATION

USE WITH D-X LUBRICATING
MOTOR FUEL
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entucky Missing Tourist Millions For Lack
of Accomociations At Parks, Along Highways
By Alan Trout
Courier-Journal
Louisville
In
Kentucky's potential multiillion-dollar stake in the tourist
usiness is amounting to penies because there are not
()ugh places for tourists to eat
d sleep.
Thousands of visitors are being
rned away from Cumberland
ails and other State parks beause of inadequate accommoations. The vanguard of vaca'onists of Kentucky Lake is a
ere trickle to what it would be
there were enough places to
ay at night. Albany, the Kencky town adjacent to Dale
ollow Revervoir, already has
e crowded atmosphere of a
.orn town in the middle of a
old rush.

There is no way to estimate
the astronomical number of tourists who never start to Kentucky
in the first place, because they
have been told by disillusioned
friends there are not enough
inns to accommodate them.
This business is not peanuts,
either. It amounts to upwards of
$6,000,000,000 (that is 6 billion
dollars) a year in the United
States.
It begins to look like private
capital needs to be shown the
possibilities of rich returns from
this untapped lode of tourist
travel in Kentucky. Commissioner
of Highways J. Stephen Watkins,
convinced it is economically unsound to advertise Kentucky attractions until adequate accommodations can be advertised
simultaneously has conceived a

plan by which the State can
point the way for private capital.
This is his plan: Let the Division of Parks issue revenue bonds
to erect one $250,000 hotel each
in the State parks at Cumberland
Falls and Kentucky Lake. Then
let the division take competitive bids from resort management corporations to operate the
projects. With money thus derived from sale of the concessions,
the division could service and
retire the bonds.
On
it is demonstrated that
tourists with money are willing
to spend it on comfortable visits
to Kentucky's natural wonder
spots, Mr. Watkins believes privete capital in substantial sums
will be attracted to follow exenvies set by the State at Cumberland Falls and Kentucky Lake.

Potential sites for such investments are limitless,
The State today is building
modern highways to areas of unsurpassed scenic and recreational
attraction for tourists, but once
the traveler arrives he is at the
mercy of inadequate public inns
inside the areas or indifferent
private accommodations outside.
That travelers with money to
spend can detour Kentucky was
demonstrated back in the old
days of toll ferries and bridges.
Now that the ferries on main
routes are gone, and the bridges
are free, the demonstration is
being repeated for lack of adequate inn accomntodations convenient to areas otherwise alluring to tourists,
Must Kentucky be penny wise
and pound foolish forever?

riendshie News AAA News

(By Mrs. W. . Cartwright)
The rains of last week gave
e farmers a set-back in corn
hinting but some tobacco was

ICY

ton, Ky,

Regulations Controlling
1946 Soybean Crop

keep
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Woman Guards 20
Billion In Goi

High School Boy
Turns Silk Culturist
Cranston, R. I.—(iP)---Johja,,
Casey, Jr., Cranston High Sc.
student, says he has devised
hand method of extracting
from the cocoon of the tent
erpillar, which early feeds ,
orchard foliage and later .
comes that household pest— •
moth.
"The caterpillar thread c.
be used for silk stockings,"
youth said, "but only if some.
would invent a machine f
mass production of the silk."

By Virginia Van Der Veer
Washington — The small whitehaired woman walking toward
the
t
White House looked like
someone's favorite grandmother
out for a stroll.
SheWoreanda lavendr-fow
was
blouse
spring
rtngnatShe
b
bringing a small square package
to President Truman.
"Of course it's out in Ft.
Knoxstoxaunt,
dlyDeny
Denver," says
say
m
M
b
Ross
"but it's
job
see that it stays there."
Try New Vegetables
.sps
rIghm
tliyntlithta
led dairec
pr
teor
sen
oft
For Bigger at dens
the U.
Asparagus and swiss chard
for the President—his likeness
among the vegetables w
on the traditional bronze medal
homemakers in Grayson coun
made, since George Washington,
have included In their expan•
in honor of each chief executive.
garden program under the lead
In her big office, a baseball
ship of the county chair
pitch from the Treasury DepartMrs. W. L. Harrel. Chinese ca
ment, Mrs. Ross handles her manbage and celery will be gr.
sized swivel chair with dignity
also, many housewives hay
and ease.
found these vegetables can
She's used to this throne of an
stored successfully over the
executive. Her first was the govter months.
ernor's chair of Wyoming, where
Food production goals set
in 1925 she made news as the
by the Homemakers' clubs •
country's first woman governor.
Mrs. Ross became the first SUE HOTEL FOR 925,000— Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kirstein stand dude the growing of 18 veg •
woman to hold the nation's in a corridor of the Supreme in New York, where Mrs. Kirstein, bles to last until they are av
pursestrings when President a singer known professionally as Marcia Dale, asked for $25,000 able in 1947 gardens.
Roosevelt moved her to the Mint damages from New York Hotel Taft, charging she was "mortiElliott county cover crops w..
in 1933 from vice-chairman of fied and shamed" when hotel representatives on Feb. 5, 1944,
the Democratic National Com- "broke into" her room while her husband, then a soldier, was said to be the best ever gr.
visiting on a three hour pass from Camp Kilmer, N. J. (AP there.
mittee.
"Everybody wanted coins," she Wirephoto)
reminisces, "for pay envelopes,
Apples Today Keep
at
machines, telephones, OPA Lifts Ceilings
chewing gum, the latest song— On Some Fabrics
The Anchor Aweigh
all those nickel-in-the-slot afHonolulu — (IP) — When the
Washington—(JP)--0.P.A. has
fairs.
granted an average increase of Liberty ship Johnny Appleseed
"The Army and Navy wanted about 81
/
2 percent in manufac- put into port the first food taken
Free audiometric tests and
medals. Foreign countries asked turers' ceiling prices for cotton aboard was apples, Capt. Frank
consultation will show you
us to make their coins. It kept bedspreads, table linen, and wov- V. Kerley explained:
how much hearing you have
our mints going 24 hours, seven en decorative fabrics, effective
"We ate so much dehydrated
now and how much a heardays a week. Why last year we today.
vegetables, fruits and canned
ing aid will help you.
turned out 45 tons of coins every
The agency said part of this ham during the seven months
day."
increase would be passed on to since we left the mainland that
Mrs. Ross said this meant many the public.
those fresh apples looked mighty
more tons of metal were being
O.P.A. announced increases good to us.
tossed around daily. "Like mak- from 30 cents to $1.60 a cord in
ing biscuits," she explained. "You ceiling prices for pulpwood proTalc, widely used in the manhave to put the scrape together duced in Deleware, Maryland, ufacture of floor and wall tiles
and roll it all out again.
West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, for bathrooms, is also the base
In four years, says Mrs. Ross, Indiana, Missouri and Illinois.
for talcum powder.
her china-blue eyes wide at the
The increases went into effect
U. S. merchant seamen receive
thought, she directed the making Monday.
nearly three times the pay of
C. L. SCHMIDT
of one-third as many coins as
the average of 15 other leading
Certified Sonotone Consultan
Glazed tiles, used in the Unit- maritime nations.
have been turned out in the
Henrietta Hotel
ed States chiefly as floor and
country's history.
The first regulations governThough she doesn't think in- wall coverings, are also used in ing naval officer uniforms were
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
ternational robbers are likely to Europe as an exterior finish for passed by the United States in
Wednesday, May 15, 1946
make a stab at it, alert Mrs. Ross stoves.
1797.
SONOTONE
isn't taking any champ with the
gold and silver of which she is
legal guardian. Patrolmen at the
depositories are in daily contact
with her Washington office, ready
to call out the Army, Navy and
Marines in case of bigtime burglars.
An early Roosevelt appointee.
Mrs. Ross is one of the few to
weather 13 years at l.er post.
Though she confesses she first
thought the Mint would be a
here are gifts she'll
"cold, impersonal place," she's
adore...for Mother's Day„ May 12
since decided it's her favorite
working spot.
On the little finger of her left
hand, Mrs. Ross wears a U. S.
dime mounted on a silver band.
"In case," twinkles the lady
who keeps a nation's change, "I
forget my bus fare."

The United States Department of Agriculture has ant.
nounced application of AmendMr. and Mrs. Leemon Nichols
ment 7 of War Food Order 9, to
d mother, Mrs. Lila Nichols,
Daw- the 1946 crop of soybeans. This
d Mrs. Stella Doom, of
neigh- action simply extends to the
n Springs, called on old
forthcoming
crop regulations
afternoon.
Sunday
here
rs
Mrs. Lindsay Crawley and now in effect.
Under the amended order, no
aughters, Misses Martha and
soybean processor or seed dealer
ara, of Hopkinsville, called on
shall purchase or accept delivery
rs. W. M. Cartwright Sunday
of 1946-crop soybeans in any
ternoon.
Oscar Croft is having a new quantity which will cause his
inventory to exceed his manuam n erected. Walter Majors is
facturing, processing or seed
e contractor.
Lonzo Poindexter, of Carters- sales requirements for the period ending October 10, 1947.
ille. Ill., has been here recently
A ciiiintry shipper may not
his
on
work
repair
some
oing
purchase or accept delivery of
quantity "which
M• r. and Mrs. Otho Storms and soybeans in any
exmily visited friends near Ce,ai- will cause his inventory to
ceed his delivery requirement NO-HIT BATTERY—Bob Feller (left), Cleveland Indians pitchan Springs last Sunday.
with er who shut out the New York Yankees in game in New York,
Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell under existing contracts
soybean
products
without allowing them a hit, rejoices in dressing room with his
processors,
Ovid
at
visited
Gaydon,
d son,
manufacturers, seed dealers, and battery mate, Frank Hayes, who poled out a home run in the
art's last Sunday afternoon.
Credit Corpora- ninth inning to give Cleveland 1 to 0 victory. (AP Wirephoto)
R. P. Andrews and wife, of the Commodity
•troit, Mich., were visiting tion," plus either 2,000 bushels
or the quantity of soybeans purre last week.
during the 30 days imchased
Denof
Thomas,
Mrs.
Mr. and
mediately preceding.
er, polo., are visiting :their
No persons other than a pro(By Dorothy Brasher)
Church Sunday night. This very
ughter, Mrs. Alton Hale.
manuMr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jen- inspiring service was led by the
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Davis and cessor, soybean products
facturer, seed dealer, or country
rs. Garland Robinson, who
nings and daughter, Betty, of pastor of the Presbyterian Church
shipper "shall purchase or accept
in Sturgis.
improved.
are
much
ill
been
ave
soybeans in any Carrolton, were the weekend
Miss Georgia Boaz is the
Mrs. Amon Orange, Jr., and delivery of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
W.
guests
of
will cause his
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Mark
'tile daughter have been visit- quantity which
delivery Moore.
Padon in Smithland.
g relatives in this community. inventory to exceed his
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs. J. B.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson requirements under existing con- Lee Bucklou and Mr. and Mrs.
ttended the funeral and enter- tracts with processors, soybean Coy Moore Sunday, in honor of Sory and Miss Dora Young were
manufacturers, seed
in Nashville Saturday.
ent of their aunt, Miss Iva products
Mrs. Bucklou's birthday, were
Billy Clegg, of Princeton, was
at dealers, and the Commodity
dridge, last Sunday
Rushing,
consump- Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
the overnight guest of Frank
tewart's graveyard in Christian Credit Corporation, plus
of Evansville, Ind.; Mrs. Ethel Faught at the home of his
tion."
parunty.
The order further provides Barnett, of Evansville, Ind.; Mr. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Adrain Faught
Mr. and Mrs. Ovid Hart and
and
Mrs.
Sheeley
Rushing,
of
use soybeans
Sunday.
mily were recent visitors of that no person may
in whole or ground form in the Sturgis; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
r. and Mrs. Hise Hart.
Moore,
of
Princeton;
Miss
feed or fertilizer,
David Mitchell, Alton and manufacture of
Hold Daffodil Show
edible soy products in Gladys Ruth Moore, of Fredonia;
leaton Hale, Loyd and Wal- nor use
At the seventh annual Shelby
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dacon
Farmer
and
of
feed.
manufacture
ce Oden were at Kentucky the
county daffodil show sponsored
children, of Marion.
ake last Sunday.
The Choral Club of Sturgis by the county Homemakers'
Experimental
spreading
of
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Vickery
presented a liturgy-cantata en- clubs at the farm home of Mrs
seeds
rapidly-sprouting
mustard
nd children were visiting Mr.
titled "The Message of The Ben Allen Thomas, 16 clubs were
d Mrs. Jack Vickery recently. by airplanes has been tried in Cross" at the First Presbyterian represented with 549 entries.
mountainous areas to prevent
Mrs. Hunt Hall of the Finch
Boyle county 4-H'ers are feed- erosion of recently burned out
ville Homemakers' Club was
69 calves for the November forest districts.
sweepstakes winner with a dafSALEM
The circle is divided into 360
t cattle show and sale.
s
iTVTiONAL fodil of the Carlton variety.
Egyptians
F. JONES
LIFE ANO
Arvin Bros. of Christian coun- degrees because the
Eleven clubs received honors,
ACCIDENT
are growing more than 200 once thought the year had 360
Olive Branch leading in the numThe yellow rail bird, a good
AGENT
days.
cres of Ky 31 fescue grass.
ber of prizes received.
swimmer, generally swims only
got
its
name
from
The
diamond
The McLean County Farm Bu107 So. Seminary
at night.
eau ordered 650 bushels of hy- the Greek "Adamas," meaning PHONE 401
PRINCETON Tuberculosis Treated
institutions were treating some
rid corn for its members.
the unconquerable.
On Part-Time Basis
50,000 patients yearly in Moscow,
Moscow — (A") — The Soviet Leningrad, Siberia and the Urals.
government will double the numNight sanatoriums were estabber of its night sanatoriums to lished first during the war near
treat tubercular industrial work- factories to give special diets and
ers while they remain on the job. rest to workers in the first stages
By the beginning of 1946, such of tuberculosis.
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Find out the FACTS
about your HEARING

SONOTONE
HEARING
CENTER
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Mother Will Love Flowers on
Mother's Day, Sunday, May 12
More than anything
else flowers will show
your devotion to
Mother on "Her Day".
Among our numerous
collections we feature
your favorite flower
in -•Swinging Baskets

IN

•Urns
•Bouquets

ex

cc
AIN

,,/

TELEPHONES for FARMERS
a Ng Part of Our

Expansion Activities
We're busily engaged in rural telephone
service extension, which is a major objective
of our current expansion activities.

Flower Trimmed Hat. . . Lustrous black
straw with creased classic crown and
white roses.
•

Dainty Boxed Hankies . . . Three frothy
white handkerchiefs embroidered with
gay flowers.

Farm telephone service does more than
provide the convenience of the telephone to
people in rural areas. It places more and more
farm residents in contact with people and
businesses in town, and in turn puts these
people in contact with the farm families .
makes telephone service more valuable and
beneficial to all.

in,

Tailored Crepe Dickey .. . White, blue,
pink or maize. Opens fiat for washing and ironing.
Sheer Black Dress ... Cool and lovely, $10
with white monotone floral print.
Sizes up to 46.

.20

Plastic Patent Pouch Bag... Gleaming
white surface cleans with water. Won't
peal, *rack.
Tax Included.
Nall Head - Compact

•Corsage
Sceithern Bell Telephooe and Telegraph Company

$3 98

ANS

Ladles Rayon Blouse . . . Shirtwaist
classic in white.
40 to 46.

$338
$3.98
$3.98

Mail and Telephone Orders Welcome. Telephone 272.
See Our Windows

Make your sekction early to avoid the rush and to be assured of
a prompt delivery.

C. E. McGary, Mgr.

Florist
phon. 626 A. M. Harvill,
Eddyville Road

F FEDERATED STOREI

Ree I. Engelhardt, Owned'
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What It Means-

bang the Smartest of New Chrysler Models

Why Were They
Calm?
So All Fired Mont—M
—Three

OPA And
Democracy

Washington—Not since before
the war has Washington seen
such an exhibition of democracy
By Frank Carey
at work as in the fight over
befeel
ashington — If you
extension of OPA.
par some day this summer,
Give the American people a
may be neither the heat nor
of contention and they'll
bone
humidity.
put on the snarlingest dogfight
Your "comfort zone" may be
you ever heard. Generally, when
ur problem.
all over, each contender
it's
re,
Agricultu
of
nt
e Departme
a piece of the bone and
takes
"CliIts authoritative book,
without any serious
off
trots
exe • and Man" gives this
wounds to lick..
elx-passeneer 00000Mb& coupe
tion as to why weather
Vt. 1946 Chrysler "New Yorker"
I'd like to bet that when the
with motorists who seek distinctive
ditions which may be a headChrysler convertible models, always a favorite
Pictured herewith
Senate and House conferees have
he to John Smith may fill Joe styling, are expected to win Increased popularity In the current line.features
Introduced
the many new Chrysler
finished ironing the wrinkles
Is the "New Yorker," which embodies all of
nes with the joy of living:
offers a choice of
with some that are all Its own. This convertible
together
year,
out of the OPA extension, that's
thls
atan
is
zone
ne's comfort
new red "Highlander" plaid
o
Including
options.
upholstery
four
and
12 paint options
the way it will be once more.
spheric condition—that Is, the with red leather. The car Is powered by an eight-cylinder engine with numerous 1946
by a push
At the outset, OPA was earbination of temperature, hu- refinements. The top is raised and lowered by electric motors, controlled
Into a well In the rear deck.
marked for immediate postwar
dity, wind or sunshine under button. When not In use, it folds down neatly
opposition. Living from year to
ch a given man is eomfortae
Schedul
kers'
year through the war, it had
Homema
Peanut Criminal
•Lfferences in comfort zones
Eddyville Road, Friday, May hurdles to clear every time its
y
German
10, Mrs. Dennie Freman, hostess. continuance came up in Confrom various causes; hered- Barred In
Munich, Germany—(JP)--Josef
Lebanon, Tuesday, May 14, gress. As its deadline neared this
• diet, clothing habits, sex
were
pet -animals
Mrs. Glen Owens, hostess.
d age, race and other factors. Scharnigrs
time, V-J Day was virtually
Munich ZooloCrider, Wednesday, May 16, three-fourths of a year behind.
at is why, says the Depart- monkeys at the
monkeys
"The
Garden.
gical
Mrs. G. C. Hays, hostess.
int of Agriculture, "air-condiRoughly speaking, the battle
starved because they
Friendship, Wednesday, May lines had already been drawn.
ming engineers have found it must be
peaany
getting
been
17, Mrs. Orland Newson, hostess. (I say "roughly speaking" beraeticable or impossible to de- have not
years," he told the
installations that will make nuts for six
cause it must be understood that
charge
a
trying him on
re than 50 to 65 percent of an. judge
the opposing armies often are
Army Boy's Unusual 'Toys'
the
from
peanuts
stole
he
shoperage group of workers,
in each other's camps because
to Found To Be Dynamite
them
fed
and
here,
depot
le
• or movie-goers comfortab
of other issues involved—politics
Quinn,
David
P)—
1
—(.
monkeys.
Pittsburg
any given season."
for example.)
time
of
plenty
"toys"
given
was
unusual
He
13, found some
ientists have worked out
In a general way, business
peanuts—behind pris- while playing near his home,
=fort zones" for the people of to think of
big and little, was opposed to
and took them to his mother
United States, summer and on bars.
extension of any price controls.
to ask what they were.
nter, outdoors and indoors.
generally speaking, the
Still
called
hurriedly
Quinn
the
Mrs.
shows
It
• took at the chart.
These Motorists
elements, including
consumer
for
police.
the
S. indoor comfort zones
Believed In Signs
The "playthings" were five organized labor, favored them.
fruner and winter.
Spokane —VP)— Assigned to sticks of dynamite, complete with The farm groups were gee-ing
euypose Smith feels comfortspeedand haw-ing between a desire
• :le in summer in a room of Sunset Hill to slow down
caps.
ing, four traffic officers were
to avoid controls over farm proJones
and
ure
temperat
!sderat-2
puzzled at the unusual conserduct prices and a desire to reone.
warm
a
in
ble
tls comforta
vative driving which yielded not Negro Veteran Weds
",e belt on the chart marked
an- tain them on other consumer
Cluke
Jim
Mrs.
and
Mr.
i-' one arrest.
ne'
om
d hu
faonrtz
their goods.
Then, said Traffic Capt. Lloyd nounce the marriage of
The stage way set for a grand
ire temperatures
es:
b unm
t „
daughthe
Tinsley,
Ferguson, they found the answer niece, Louise
0.'ies at which both Smith and in a scratched but legible sign ter of Icie Webb and Coy Tins- melee When the OPA extension
and everybody else in the
Jr., bill came up in the House. The
erected at the city limits. It read: ley, to Charles E. Hubbard,
divisions led by the manufacturtry, with rare exceptions—
Hopkinsat
2,
May
Kuttawa,
of
in
hiding
cop
"Beware! Speed
find comfort.
dis- ers got in the first lick. Out of
recently
been
has
He
ville.
t that's not the whole story. rocks."
after the House came the bill that
charged from service
Smith and Jones together in
would knock the props out from
chicks spending 18 months overseas.
baby
with
nts
Experime
with a relative humidity
under OPA.
imare
eggs
their
that
indicate
percent. Smith will be cornIt wasn't until the question
Oil lamps were used to light
prolonged exposure
ble at 76 degrees; Jones will paired from
raised in the Senate that
was
1762.
in
streets
York
New
light.
chilly. Jones, on the other to ultra-violet

Great Falls,
up to
fire trucks raced noisily
three
the Union bus station and
blaze
streams of water doused a
wall
rear
the
up
briskly
licking
of the building.
surThe chief went inside to
a
vey the damage—and found

row of unperturbed coffee
tomer' calmly sipping
moping java and discussing the
unseasonable dry spell.

.1k daily set of tennis or
e other vigorous exercise in
ce of the extra highballs
d be the best solution."
'he ability of some people to
t more freely than others is
• to them when exposed to
ve heat. Negroes have an
age over white people in
respect because they have
sweat glands. This is beto offset the fact that the
skin of the colored races
more solar heat than does
ht skin of the white man.
Army and Navy conductial tests to select freemen for assignment to
areas. Other factors, of
, play a part in adjusting
t. One of these is the abil' the body to maintain prot pr'oduction and heat loss.

rer Urged To Convert
ool Into Apartments
th Paris, Maine—.(A')—Ten
after the 65-year-old
Street schoolhouse went
at auction it was knocked
on for 91,500 to Frank Plumwho remarked he had no
plan for the building.
ately several among the
crowd of 250 urged
er to convert the schoolinto apartments and of• t° become his tenants.
anical clock; were inin 988 by Pope Sylvester
did not come into cornUse in Europe until four
later.
U. S. warships the keys
the powder magazines are
to the captain each night
ekeeping—a custom ditto John Paul Jones.
the Chinese the World
silk, paper, printthe compass, gunpowder,
peach tree, orange, lemon,
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Vollo Emergency Volunteers
has trained groups of
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In 74 counties of 31 states ie
assist scientifically in the care
of patients.
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BATTERIES
For All Cars
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Ortil"1112*ev

13, is comforted by a
ROY FRIEND LOSES — Carol Nue Paden,
Robert Bruce
nefighb9r, Mrs. A. G. Morrison after her boy friend,
wound, when he
Jewett, 17, died in Oklahoma City of a gunshot
inserted one shell
demonstrated "Russian Roulette." Jewett had
head. The shot
his
at
fired
and
cylinder
the
spun
in his pistol,
of the head.
top
the
from
emerged
and
entered his right temple
(AP Wirephoto)
the real storm broke. Pro-OPA
elements, alarmed at what the
House had done to their price
control baby, really marshaled
their forces.
I couldn't begin to list the
organizations that jumped into
the fracas—parent-teachers, unilabor
women, more
versity
groups, farm, industrial and consumer groups, and some who
just labeled themselves "leagues
of voters."
In the meantime, the Senators
began to get the greatest avalanche of mail that has descended on the Capitol since the days
of the pre-war draft. In many
cases, it far exceeds that. A
Senator who wasn't getting a
thousand letters a day was ac-

OnUrne
in all price ra
us before b

12 Enter Corn Derby
Twelve Owsley county 4-H
club boys have entered the state
corn derby and have planted
Kentucky hybrids 102 or 203.
After using manure, they applied
300 pounds of ammonium nitrate
and 800 pounds of complete fertilizer to the acre. Practically all
the boys had a cover crop or sod
to turn under.
cused of representing constitutents who couldn't write.
Both House and Senate now
know that they have had hold
of just what they have been
trying to dodge in this election
near—a very hot potato. Get
the folks at home riled up and
they'll toss one over every time

recovery.
restrictions,
rail
e
reuco:demred
se,e,ni
Trans
Defense
ef
necesaa
will be
settled.'
Dot
a

100 Amp.

For most Cori

$6.75 up

av
• Dis
PRINCETON.

Phone se &

Exch.
Written 6 Mo
Guarantee

Wesiern Auto
Associate Store
Home-Owned and Operated by

JOE P. WILCOX
PHONE 212

PRINCETON

Do not in
value.
Let this a

!rid, will find 84 degrees just
ht, but Smith will be burning
'lost people in this country are
e Smith. Ninety-eight perit can be comfortable at 76 detea and only 6 percent at 84,
a 50-percent relative hudity.
e terms, "keen," "cool,"
ortable," "w a r m" and
Yt," describe the outdoor feelof most people when the
leral outdoor temperatures
q't in the regions where the
ms are located on the diagram.
'Me department maintains that
the "monotony" of the weathin the tropics that "is far
're intrinsically disadvantag, to the maintenance of good
,dth than its warmth and huly."
Tariability in weather, such
prevails in many sections of
I United States, is stimulating
human body's "tone," says
• department.
the tropics, it says, it's a
id idea to take a little exert to keep the body pepped up.
ting that some tropic dwellers
to turn to alcohol to give
Jr bodies the stimulation the
te fails to provide, the book

,MoY 9,

stops.
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FOR GRADUATION

FOR MOTHERS DAY
20% Federal Tax must be added to all cosmetics

for the lady of
Great Dignity

For The Boy Graduate

For The Sweet Girl Graduate
COTY VIBRANT SETS

$2.25

MARIE BARKER SETS

$2.00

Face Powder, Rouge and Lipstick
Bath Powder and Toilet Water

An elegant Nail Lacquer
and Lipstick

CHIN YU

CONGRATULATIONS

STATIONERY
COLOGNES

Sea Shell

-

50ct to $1.00
50¢ to $3.50

CHEN YU CHINESE RED
SMART SET

nail lacquer 75c, lipstick
(i.e am.)

Shy, yes, but spiced
The sweetest sweet shell color you've ever seen.
with just enough dare to be modern plus! And of
and lipstick
course it's Chen Yu—which means both the lacquer

Zippo Cigarette
Lighter - - 2.50
- 1.00
Pipes - Reynolds
Fountain Pens - 12.50
Tobacco Pouches - 1.00
Yardley
Shaving Brush - 1.00
Mem Toilet Sets - 2.25

stay perfect and pretty extra long.

1 pound box Chocolates
1 pound box Southern Caramels
Yardley Bath Powder Forever Amber Perfume - -

1.25
1.25
1.35
1.75

Unrestrained, pure red ... Chinese Red,
the color to wear with every color.
Say "Merry Christmas" to a lovely lady with the
Chen Yu Chinese Red Smart Set,
Chinese Red long lasting nail lacquer,
matching lipstick, and Lacquerol stand in the
lovely box. The Smart Set Gift Box
I. also available in Frozen Fire. Chen Yu
Gift Sets are priced from $1.75 to $25.00.•

A delightful refreshing
shave lotion • . . Ideal
the Boy Graduate.

MMOVIVMs. . -
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Page Eleven
and disc. Coppock re-worked an
old broom sedge field of 50 acres.
Then he treated it with lime and
40G pounds of superphosphate
before seeding it to bluegrass,
alstke clover, sweet clover, timothy and orchard grass. Mr. Coppock said the grazing capacity
was doubled and the field was
still going strong. He plane to
fertilize again this year.

Land Improvement
Makes More Beef

Percent Of Kentucky
nufacturers Will Be
ced To Close
thin Week
(ay

Associated

Press)

easingly critical effects of
t weekend bituminous coal
brought a general emberrailroad freight shipments
a 25 percent reduction in
•er service by coal burnlocomotives and promised
r relapses in the nation's
time recovery.
rail restrictions, effective
10, were ordered by the
of Defense Transportation,
director, J. Monroe Johnsaid "much more severe
will be necessaril if the
is not settled."

onurnents
FLOOR SHOW BY LANTERN LIGHT —Chorines at a Chicago downtown night snot pose with
legs perched atop lanterns which were used as source of light as coal-conserving dimout went
into effect. Curtailment of electric light and power equipment is being enforced except between the hours 2 and 6 p.m. (AP Wirephoto)

hn Davis & Son

Eleven 4-H club members in
Jefferson county are feeding 22
calves for the Louisville fat
cattle show and sale in November.

Two Lyon County
Roads To Receive
Treatment Soon
Eddyville-Lamasco And
Kuttawa-luka Routes
Will Get Sealing
Surfaces

Do not insure your property too high for
value.
Let this agency tell you where the border
ne stops.

C. A. Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate
inceton,

Kentucky

Part of U. S. Highway 62, from
Kuttawa to Iuka, and all of the
road between Eddyville and the
Trigg county line are tq receive
surface sealing treatment this
summer, according to a news release from the State Department of Highways, received this
week.
Bids are to be taken on these
projects in a 40-county resurfacing program announced last
weekend, the bids to be opened
May 17, with cost of the whole
estimated at $1 million, the
Highway Department said.
Most of the work will consist
of application of a light seal
coat to hard-surface highways
in need of repair. Both the Eddyville-Lamasco and the Kuttawa-

AUSTELLE DRESSES
7.90

Arsenic Valuable
In Health Tonics
Feeding tests made by Drs. J.
S. Mcliargue and J. T. Skinner
at the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station, and reported in The American Journal of
Physiology, indicate that small
amounts of arsenic improve the
health of animals. Arsenic increased the levels of hemoglobin
in extensive tests in feeding rats.
The same experiments found
that small amounts of manganese also improved the health
of rats. Combining arsenic and
maganese gave better results
than where either
was used
alone.
The medical practice of using
small amounts of arsenic in tonics for both people and livestock
apparently has some merit, according to the conclusions of these
scientists.
Although more than the usual
amount of alfalfa has been
sowed in Cumberland county,
several farmers were unable to
sow it because of a lime storta ge.
Iuka roads now have blacktop
surfaces.
The west Kentucky project
will be in two county groups.
One will include 14 projects on
48 miles of highway in Ballard,
Carlisle and Hickman and the
other will include 30 miles of
highways in Lyon and Calloway.
The Ballard-Carlisle-Hickman
roads to be surfaced are Highway 62 in Ballard and Carlisle;
the road from Bardwell to Columbus; the highway from Columbus to Clinton, and the route
from Arlington to Fancy Farm.
"In order to promote economy,
both for the State and contractor,
bids for the work are to be accepted only in groups," Highway
Commissioner Watkins said.
"This is only the first of a
series of maintenance programs
calling for bituminous resurfacing. Within the fiscal year, we
hope to have covered a considerable portion of the needed resurfacing. It is estimated that the
complete projects will cost in
the neighborhood of $3,000,000,
although the cost may run slightly higher," he added.

Radiators!
Is your car, truck or tractor radiator heating or leaking?
If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Sisk Motor Co.
10th and Clay St.
Phone 50
HOPHINSVILLE

C. A. Woodall
Fresh-frOiii-the-tharkel Austellet tor.jsprIntinto-summer eujoymend Prints that send out beams-of sunshine and gayety! Pastel
rayons treated with the dressmaker softness their petal-coloring
calls art Dark sheer's. comfortable and smart-looking! 9-20 38-441
WHITE MAKES SMART.

Insurance Agency
Established
1007

"Not For A Day, But
For All Time."

After keeping house the hard
way for 35 years, Mrs. James
Toy of the Tunnel Hill and Flat
Creek Homemakers' Club in
Bath county says "she has just
begun to live" since doing her
work as taught in her Homemakers' club.
"Being a member has taught
me to be more economical by
knowing what to buy and what
not to buy. It has taught me to
grow our own vegetables, store
them for winter use, and to can
with the pressure canner so we
have vegetables from one year
to the next. I use the pressure
cooker also in cooking our meals
so that we get food value. Then
I have learned to cure and can
our pork, make delicious bacon,
and can beef. My club lessons
have helped me in reArranging AMERICAN MOTHER OF 1916
my home, particularly my kitch- — Mrs. Emma Clarissa Cleen, so that I can prepare a meal ment, (above), who lives in
with just a few steps.
Louisville, was named Ameri"I have more time since I do
things the homemaker way, and can Mother of 1946 by the
so can take my pressure cooker American Mothers committee
to help a neighbor can. I read of the Golden Rule Foundaall the good literature I can get. tion. (AP Wirephoto)
Being a club member has made
During the past 14 years, farmme more sociable and consider- ers in Rockcastle and Southern
ate of my fellow man,"
Madison counties have increased
the average tobacco production
Everybody reads The Leader! more than 700 pounds an acre.

When S. C. Coppock of Taylor
county limed and seeded a wornout field in 1942, he increased
the grazing to such an extent
that the expenses were paid
the second year through extra
pounds of beef produced, he told
County Agent C. V. Bryan,
leaving him two years of clear
profit on the pasture.
Coffee originally came from
With a spring tooth harrow Arabia.

Kills Ugly Weeds But Won't
Harm Common Lawn. Grasses!

For Sale!
One, 5-room house on 19 A. Tract—Halfway between Princeton and Farmersville.
$2,000
1 Tract — 210 A. creek bottom; well improved; Plenty of water.

S-oz. lawn sisa
package treats
1600 sq. ft.
Economy
quart size $2.98

$8,500
154 A. — 2 mi. west of Princeton; well
improved; electricity.
$15,800
Also 2 nice farms in Paducah area; modern conveniences; rural.

C. A. WOODALL

NO MORE back-breaking weed digging! Now you can enjoy a beautiful, weed-free lawn by just mixing 2 tablespoons of
WEED-NO-MORE to a gallon of water and spraying k on.
Weeds will soon begin to shrivel and die. WEED-NOMORE kills dandelion, plantain and other ugly weeds—yet
won't injure soil.
Get it today! Just spray on ... WEED-NO-MORE.

Insurance and Real Estate
Princeton, Ky.

Phones 54, Res. 175

Phone 321

Work Clothes For Men
Genuine United States fatigue shoe
made with upper stock reversed. Plain soft toe
with compe sole. Leather middle sole and insoles
Sizes, 6 to 11; widths, A to EE

Buys your size in our famous

HI TEST SAFETY TOE SHOE
made of Army russett retan. Leather, middle sole
id insole. FULL STEEL CAP TOE, sizes 6 to 12EE

Men's Blue Herringbone trousers
sizes 30 to 42 - TEST MAKE
Genuine Rockford Socks
Red heel, seemless toe and heel or anklet elastic top

Solid Color Cotton Anklets sizes 10 to 12
SPOR-TEE SHORTIES
Blue
or
Green

Red

or
Yellow

HIGH LIGHT
WHITE
SUMMER

"When you buy insur-

HAND

ance from this Agency,

BAGS

198,

$298

We Stay and Pay

$498

you are bringing security home.

FINKELS FAIR STORE

Th4E PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Farmers Sell 10,000,000
Bushels Of Corn To U. S.

ow 90 Reels Of Movies
Covering Variety Of
Classroom Subjects
To Be Obtained

Thusssiay, May 9, 19

CLASSIFIED ADS

Chicago —(10— Farmers have
sold more than 10,000,090 bushels
of corn to the government in the
nationwide campaign to obtain
grain for famine areas abroad,
George Bradley, head of the
Mid-west Commodity Credit Corporation office, said Friday.
Asked if he felt the Agriculture Department would reach
its goal of 50,000,00C. bushels,
Bradley replied "I don't think
that there is any doubt that we
are going to get the corn—and
get it soon."
Bradley's office is in charge
of government corn buying for
the entire country.

FOR TRUCKING and Hauling
call William S. Guess at 338-J,
Service Cab Co., opposite
Princeton Hotel and I. C. DeItc
pot.
FOR SALE--Oldsnaobile, 4-door
sedan. Tires good, motor in
good condition. Call 338-J,
Service Cab Co., opposite
Princeton Hotel and I. C. Depot.
Itc

machine; one roll-top oak deok
gigrtigolar about color
ffo"MO Vicleersoir
(When drawer closes, locks 9
drawers and 13 pigeon holes);
need apply. See me at
one new cot; one pair wire
Cash Store.
stretchers. See Mrs. S. L.
1tp FOR SALE-1 14-inch ,
Crook, Crider, Ky
torn Tractor plow. o
plement Co., Washolw,
FOR SALE—Large kitchen cabinet, table and baby buggy;
all in good condition. Mrs. LOST — Black, white are(
spotted hound; collar
ltp
Otis Stephens, Wood St.
be
name of "Elvis
Sigler."
reward. Elvis Sigler,
I still want a good boy to work
Farmersville Exchang
one day a week in store; Not
e

Visual education aid will come
to pupils of Princeton and Caldwell county schools when classes
ATTENTION FARMERS — We
resume next autumn in a larger
have
small allotment of
II and more comprehensive proDavid Bradley Hammermills.
gram for teaching via motion
Priced $55.50. Those interested
pictures than has heretofore been
please notify Sears Order Ofenvisioned here, through a cofice at once.
1t
operative film library to funcNotice
tion with Murray State College
Sealed proposals for the furTHE Spring and Summer Donas distributing center, it was
nishing of materials and concaster Dresses feature linen,
announced this week.
structing a school building will
salyna, seersucker, chambray,
Supt. Edw. F. Blackburn atbe received by the Caldwell
plain and striped cottons, plain
tended a meeting at Murray
county Fiscal Court until 10:0Q
and printed silk crepes. See
last Friday at which 30 schools
A. M. Tuesday, May 14, 1948, at
them on display at my home.
,
'of the First congressional diswhich time and place they will EMPTY AND IDLE—These long lines of coal gondolas wait outside
506 Washington St., Mrs. J. D.
a steel plant in Clairton,
trict signed as rnerokers of the
Pa., for an end to the 36-day old bituminous strike.
be publicly opened,and read.
Stephens.
2tp
Smoke sticks of the mill belch litlle or
cooperative plan. •
no smoke during curtailed operations. (AP Wirephoto)
Plans
and
proposa
ls
forms
may
Each school is to purchase
,
r
r
Ws -WANT nice small trimmed
be obtained from Jones &
- To the members of the„„,Class of 194ti of
four of the films, each of which
Hams, Shoulders and Side BaDonan,
Madisonv
ille,
Kentuck
our
High Schools, the members of this organize.
y.
runs 20 minutes, and each memcon—Wood
smoked. Liquid
The Fiscal Court reserves the
ber school will receive, through
lion
send hearty congratulations and best wishes,
smoked meat at less price.
the distributing centers, three right to reject any and all bids.
(Continued from front page)
Cash's
Cash
You
Caldwel
Store
are graduating into a world of peace. Un.
l County Fiscal Court It
2t
films a week for 30 weeks.
third against M. M. Logan and
limite
Subjects included are geograd opportunities are ahead of you. That
ORDER CHICKS LOCALLY—
County Chapter To Send J. C. W. Beckham and his second (Continued from front page)
phy, general science, biology, The ancient Egyptians fed
Avoid delays in delivery. See
you
will make the most of these opportunities
race was against former Senator 0. N. Hoskinson, Elkton; "The
chemistry, physics, home eco- honey cakes to the sacred crocothe chicks you are buying.
Delegate To PhiladelA. B. Chandler in 1942.
we are sure, indeed, and if there is any way in
Coming Year of Stewardship",
nomics, agriculture, social science, diles of the Nile.
Book orders now. Hatching
phia Convention
He served three terms in the Mr. J. B. Campbell, Allensville.
reading and others. The method it is believed
every Tuesday and Saturday.
which we can be of service to you do not hesi.
more than 30
At a meeting of the executive Kentucky House of RepresentaThe conference will open with
of using the films calls for the schools will
Blood-tested, U. S. Approved,
join this cooperative.
tate
to call upon us.
tives, one as speaker, and has devotions conducted by Rev. Ircommitt
teacher to discuss the subject
of
ee
the
Caldwel
Counl
Pullorum
controlled. ParaPresident Ralph Woods, of
with the class first, then show Murray
ty Chapter of the Red Cross claimed strong support from vin Gaddis, Crofton; and will
mount Hatchery, Eddyville,
College, said the instiWednesday it was voted to send CIO ranks, having served as close with the conference sermon,
the motion picture, Mr. lEllack- tution is
Ky. Phone 3062.
planning a two-day
tf
attorney for the United Mine delivered by Rev. John Hamilburn said.
clinic this summer at which a delegate to the national conBANNE
R DAY SPECIAL—May
Interest among schools of the eachers from
vention to be held in Philadel- Workers of America some years. ton, Cadiz.
the member schools
14 — Telechron self-starting
He is a graduate of the Univerdistrict is high, it was reported can learn
Other speakers and subjects
how to use, repair and phia in June.
•fl after the Murray meeting,
electric alarm clocks. —
Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr., reported sity of Kentucky's law college.
will be: "The Orphans Home",
and operate motion picture projectors.
Sears Order Office.
Leading Democrats here con- Dr. A. C. Johnson, Hopkins
75 cases had been handled
it
ville;
through the Home Service De- fidently expect the early entry "World Service", Rev. T.
C. FOR SALE — A 6-foot John
of
former
partment in April.
Governor Keen Morrison, Cadiz; "Fund for
UnDeere harrow; a Dane twoMiss Gertrude Raz, a field Johnson as Brown's principal derpaid Preachers",
Rev. F. C.
row corn cutter; a No. 13 Olidirector for the Red Cross, now opponent for the party's nomi- Hardison, Kirkman
YOU CAN I AFFORD TO SHOVEL COAL'
sville; "Wover plow; a six-shovel riding
associated with the Outwood nation, he having emerged this man's Society
Install a fully automatic
of Christian Sercultivator; a sorrel mare
Winklit Cool Burn*, In
Veterans' Hospital, explained the week as first choice of numerous vice", Mrs.
M. 0. Cansler; Guth(smooth mouth); A bay mare,
your pr•s•nt furnoc•
need of 75 "Gray Ladies" from party leaders . . . after several rie;
Sawa monify and labor
"Our Methodist Colleges",
10 years old. See Joe Darnell.
Christian, Caldwell and Hopkins trial balloons, for Congressman Dr.
if• Oise Prissat.Thrs5W swiss
Paul S. Powell, President,
Princeton, Route 2.
2tp
counties at the hospital.
Earle Clements, Congressman Kentuc
ky
Wesleyan
College, WANTE
Present at the meeting were Virgil Chapman, Lt. Col. Phillip
D
—
Several
stands of
Winchester, and Dr. Victor P.
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, chairman; Ardery, Ben Kilgore, Thos. R.
good country lard. Cash's Cash
Henry, President, Lindsey WilMrs. Tom Cash, Jr., Mrs. Frank Underwood, Lawrence W. Hager,
Store.
2t
son Junior College, Columbia;
Wylie, Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, and others, failed to gain altitude
"The Methodist Deaconess Hos- BUY CHICKS LOCALLY—Avoid
Mrs. George Stephens, Mrs. J. D. or a variety of reasons, especialpital", Rev. R. H. Garrison,
chilling. Place orders now.
Stephens, Henry Sevison and the ly disinclination of the gentleLouisville; and "The Pastors
Hatching every 'Tuesday and
Rev.
men
J.
Lester
mention
McGee.
ed
to
run.
ARit: YEARS- AHEAD /N
School", Rev. Roy Mayhew,
Saturday. Al! popular hreeds
.310NrY 5-41//4t;
Keen Johnson defeated Mr.
White Plains.
11ND WORK SAI///tAG
11.
11144fetretullat selgated Socks.
Brown by a margin of nearly
Paramount Hatchery, Eddy35,000 votes for the Democratic
ville, Ky. Phone 3082.
As you step across the threshold of the
nomination for Governor in 1939,
Every careful buying home own*/
altho Brown had the support of
classr
WANTED TO BUY: Used car?,
oom towards the wider opportunities just
should see the Winkler Stoker
Seldon R. Glenn, the late Tom
all types. We buy, sell or
outsid
e
before buying any form of
the door, remember that the good wishes
Rhea, the CIO in Kentucky, and
trade. Williams Garage at
automatic heating equip
But Construction Awaits
of
this
commu
nity are with you. Each of our
other strong party elements*
Cornick Oil Co.
ment
1tc
Passage Of Bill By
leaders.
Rotary, Jaycees Ask
employes joins in extending to you the most
The Winkler Stoke,
FOR
SALE-70 acres land with
iltc Maler,
Meantime, the GOP in t
with its many refined
Congress
hearty congratulations.
Help Of State Commissome timber, on rock road
features is today THE
8170,1" YOU SUP
Realizing the importance of State has its troubles . . . in denear
Highwa
y
62,
sion
five
On
INDUSTRY'S out
Projec
miles
t
the project, Highway Commis- ciding whether its incumbent
east
of Princeton. Grover
standing product
Civil Aeronautics Administrasioner J. S. Watkins has set Senator Stanfill or John Sherman
Baker.
It is saving matey
2tp
Cooper,
tion
last
World
weeken
War
d
volunte
II
announc
er
ed
that
aside a substantial amount of
and labor lot thou
money to be spent on building and circuit judge at Somerset, $6,230,312 has been earmarked FOR SALE —1 Armstrong linosands of property own
leum square (18x16); brand
a new highway leading to Ken- will be the standard bearer in for construction of airports in
eta from coast to coast.
the Senate contest. An apparent Kentucky as a part of the $285,new. One Burroughs Adding
tukcy Dam.
Investigate the E•aAit
control . The billy auto
machine; one White sewing
Beginning of construction is split in Republican ranks, with 250,000 fund set aside under a
lactic transmission which
contingent on action by Congress John Fred Williams, State school federal aid bill, and two Princebus no shear pint PTVIStlte
on a bill to provide for construc- head, and Lieut. Gov. Kenneth ton organizations are working to
Sealed Hopp*, The Econo
tion out of federal funds of the Tuggle as leaders of dissenting obtain a portion of the State's
miser Burn.,., and many otluti
actual roadway across the darn. factions, is causing the GOP share for an airport here.
exclusive Winkler feature.... The
3
A committee is functioning for
This measure hs been introduced further trouble, according to
Year Warranty Plan...Se*
the Winkler crush rocks.., bit*
the Rotary Club, Cliff Wood
into a steel pipe without damaging
in the House, and Representa- well founded reports.
or stopping the stoker.
said this week, seeking informative Noble J. Gregory reports
In our opinion, there is no better investment anyon
e can make today
New York City's first aircool- tion about how Princeton may
that favorable action is expected
than
good food.
ed house (it had an ice chamber proceed to obtain funds for a
on it.
Stacks and Stacks of good foods are on display at
First plans for the project call in the basement) was built in permanent airport. The Rotary
your Red Front
Club, before the war, sponsored
for construction of a new high- the 1880's.
Stores
.
The king salmon
way from Kentucky Dam to the
has been an air training program here for
Compare these prices.
route of U. S. Highway 62 near known to weigh as much as 100 civilians, and had an airport
near Cobb.
pounds.
The Junior Chamber of ComKuttawa. The TVA access road merce is also at work on this
from Gilbertsville to U. S. High- project, it was learned this week,
MIXED
,
way 88 will be used for the and letters have gone to the
MASON ZINC
present for traffic moving to the Kentucky Aeronautics CommisPICKELS,
JAR CAPS
dam from the south and west. sion seeking information. Under
State road plans are being terms of the federal bill, states
FINE OR MEDIUM
hampered by a shortage of steel and municipalities are required to
OYSTER SHELLS, 25 lb. bag
and the high cost of construction. furnish matching funds.
PURE RUBBER
This means that projects such
FANCY
as bridges and elimination of Invention of the zero by an
JAR RINGS
RICE
lb. box 11(
railroad crossings will have to ancient Hindu is considered one
be delayed until the steel situ- of the greatest known
advances
perfect
The
toilet soap,
tion has been improved,
in mathematics.

to 1946
u
'GthduaT

Red Cross Needs Senate Races
15 'Grey Ladies'

Methodist District
Conference May 14

WII1KLER STOKERS
FEATURES"

ro

6

Seek Funds For
Princeton Airport

MELVIN FRALICK, Mgr.

Market St. Red Front Store

INVEST IN GOOD FOODS

29(

reetin s

to the
GRADUATES
of'46

011V-11.0

3 cakes 15(

FANCY BULK

POP CORN lb. 10V 3 lbs. 25(
PHILLIP'S CHICKEN NOODLE
MASON JARS, complete rings &
1A
tops, pints, doz.
SOUP,
1 2 oz. can 14
. 55¢
10/
qts. doz.
McKENZIE
65¢
gal. doz.
89¢
PANCAKE MIX,
box
PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICH CAKES,
bulk lb. 26¢

10(

Your tomorrow is ahead of you, boys and

4?4ei4 quais and Verteiddes
POTATOES, bulk, 10 lbs. 44
ORANGES,

girl graduates of 1946, and as we pause
upon

NEW RED

the eve of that tomorrow to appraise
its signi-

whenever and wherever we can.

.
1

NICE VALENCIA

TEXAS (heavy with juice)

SEEDLESS GRAPEFRUIT, lb. 64

ficance, we want you to be heartened by our
good wishes and our determination to help
you

(5 lbs. 23e)

Happy journey, boys

and

girls! The road

is long, but may the way be smooth. Happy
journey, every foot of the way!

CABBAGE,
LETTUCE,

29(
31b. 25(
doz.

CORN

ear

(
5

GREEN

MORE FOR .11.UR MONEY ALL THE TIME

Phone 242

RED FRONT
CASH ai
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4 doz. size

FRESH

BEANS
lb. 15
(
Listen to "BING SINGS" Week clays 8:00 A.M.,
Sundays 9:00 A.M.

Bodenhamer's

willKi•
"0,011110

ARRY STORES
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.
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